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A Message from The Good Friends of
Jackson Elias

A Message from the A Weekend With
Good Friends Team

Thank you for choosing to join us for the August 2021 A
WeekendWith Good Friends.

The online convention will run from Friday, August 20 thru
Sunday, August 22. Game slots are four hours long and are
detailed below.

In order to ensure equal access to games across timezones, A
WeekendWith Good Friends uses a lottery system to assign
players to games. Signing up for a game does not guarantee
you a seat in that game but rather enters you in a drawing for
a seat.

Should you require assistance at any point in the convention
please do not hesitate to contact the convention staff by
mentioning the @Convention Staff role of the Discord, by
email at a-weekend-with-good-friends-
staff@googlegroups.com, or by visiting the #awwgf-help
channel and clicking the “Open a convention player help
ticket” button. The Convention Staff will be happy to answer
any questions you may have. There are no stupid questions.

Please review the AWeekendWith Good Friends
Harassment and Inappropriate Behavior Policy on the
following page.

AWeekendWith Good Friends will be managed and run
from The Good Friends of Jackson Elias Discord server. If
you have not yet joined the Discord, you may do so at https:/
/discord.gg/GoodFriendsofJE. Once joined please visit the
#awwgf-info channel for any important information relevant
to the convention.

IMPORTANT PLEASE NOTE: If you have not joined the
discord by August 14, 12:00 AM UTC (convert timezone) your
signups will not be considered for the lottery draw.

Hello and welcome to AWeekendWith Good Friends, an
increasingly regular convention about trying new games,
meeting cool people, and horror gaming in general!

For those of you new to AWWGF, this is the gaming
convention organised by the wonderful listeners of The
Good Friends of Jackson Elias podcast. While Matt, Paul and
I may pop in to run the occasional game or chat with
everyone on the Discord server, we are merely enthusiastic
supporters of the great work done by the people who
actually put the con together. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank Bence, Chris, Martin, Wizard, Michael,
John, GraveJones, Nicky and Max for bringing the
convention to life, and Orbital Axolotl for getting the whole
thing going in the first place.

It has been a delight to see AWWGF grow so quickly in its
short life. From the outset, the con fostered a real sense of
community, with new friends gathering in the bar text and
voice channels after games, getting to know each other. In
some ways, that first convention has never really ended, with
regular games, story readings and voice chats becoming
fixtures of the Discord. If this is your first time at the con, we
heartily recommend sticking around after the virtual dust
has settled and joining the ongoing fun.

And, of course, we would also like to thank you for signing
up for AWeekendWith Good Friends and maybe offering
some games. We wish you a weekend of adventure, terror
and great fun!

- Scott Dorward

mailto:a-weekend-with-good-friends-staff@googlegroups.com
mailto:a-weekend-with-good-friends-staff@googlegroups.com
https://discord.gg/GoodFriendsofJE
https://discord.gg/GoodFriendsofJE
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1246160691


The Rules

1. No hate speech or bigotry. This should be pretty self-
explanatory. This convention is a welcoming space and no
bigotry of any kind is welcome.
a. In-character bigotry. In-character bigotry is NOT

tolerated either. If you are using period games or
characters as a shield to protect yourself from criticism
for your language you are not welcome. GMs may
negotiate some exceptions to this rule if the game
requires it and it is handled tastefully and with the
consent of all players (eg Harlem Unbound requires
some elements of this).

b. Pronouns. Pronouns are not ‘preferred’ — they are
mandatory. If someone requests that you use their
pronouns, you are to do so. Intentionally misgendering
(using they/them can be misgendering) or avoiding
pronouns is not acceptable. Accidents do happen, but
you must make an effort.

2. No harassment or threats. This should be obvious.
Respect people’s privacy; do not DM them without
permission; don’t message anything creepy or sexual; no
doxing people; don’t threaten to do any of these things.

3. Be polite to others!
4. Mature content. The convention is not strictly over 18 and

as such we recommend that if your game contains any
mature content you mark it as an 18+ game and provide
content warnings. This is especially true for any sexual
content. Running any games with more than a few light
references in the presence of a minor will be taken very
seriously.

5. It is against convention policy to stream games.
6. AWeekendWith Good Friends is run on a strictly

volunteer basis. If anyone requests renumeration of any
sort please immediately contact Convention Staff.

A Weekend With Good Friends
Harassment and Inappropriate Behavior

Policy

A Note on Free Speech

It is important to note that the protection of free speech
applies only to the government. They cannot legally censor
you for what you say. This convention is not a government
department and so freedom of speech does not protect you
from being banned from the convention if you break the
preceding rules.

Roleplaying Safety Tools

The convention recommends the use of roleplaying safety
tools when appropriate. The only required safety tool
required by the convention is for games to follow a “open
table” policy. Please see the following page for a discussion
of roleplaying safety tools.

What should I do if I see or experience
inappropriate behavior?

Please report it to the Convention Staff (@Convention Staff)
as soon as possible, you can DM us or if you wish to stay
anonymous use this Google Form https://forms.gle/
uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8.

https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8
https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8
https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8


What Are Roleplaying Safety Tools?

Roleplaying Safety Tools are a means to help facilitate
communication between GMs and players and amongst
players to ensure that everyone involved continues to enjoy
the game and that topics that may be traumatic or sensitive
for an individual are handled with the appropriate level of
care.

The Open Table

Players may leave the game at any time without question if
the content makes them uncomfortable. They do not need
to provide an explanation. This is the only safety tool
mandated by the convention.

Content Warnings

If you know for certain that extreme or controversial content
is going to come up in your game, it’s a good idea to provide
an upfront warning so people don’t sign up and then decide
the content isn’t for them. For example, if I were running
Monsterhearts, I would provide the disclaimer “Contains
mature sexual themes” so anyone who doesn’t want that in
their games would know to stay away.

Lines and Veils

Lines and Veils are terms used to convey the limits of the
game. They might include subject matter that participants
find objectionable or traumatic and do not wish to interact
with.

Lines are themes or elements that a participant wishes to be
off-limits entirely. When you establish a line that content
does not come up in the game no matter what.

Veils are themes or elements that a participant does not wish
to interact with directly but can be alluded to. Typically ,
veiled material is only implied or very briefly mentioned
and immediately cut away from by the GM.

It’s a good idea to establish some ahead of time, but you can
also come up with new ones during the game. As a GM I find
it is useful to come with some of your own to prompt others
ideas and then have them send them to you privately. For
example, I might say “I have a line on sexual assault, that
theme will not come up in the game, and I draw a veil over
consensual sex so things don’t get too gross; do you have
any?” and then prompt them to message me privately.

The X-Card

The X card is a safety tool that is traditionally a piece of
cardboard with an X on it where at any point in the game
any player or GMmay tap the card to indicate they are
uncomfortable with what is happening and to skip it. This
provides some challenges online but some options include
sending just the letter X in chat, or setting up a card on a
virtual tabletop if you’re using one of them.

Additional safety tools exist. If you would like to learn more,
the TTRPG Safety Toolkit available at https://
drive.google.com/file/d/1LI-
Q83byzDxJudkK49s4raaff5WH1QF5/view?usp=sharing is an
excellent resource.

Roleplaying Safety Tools

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LI-Q83byzDxJudkK49s4raaff5WH1QF5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LI-Q83byzDxJudkK49s4raaff5WH1QF5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LI-Q83byzDxJudkK49s4raaff5WH1QF5/view?usp=sharing


A Weekend With Good Friends Game
Slots

The players and Game Masters who participate in A
WeekendWith Good Friends come from all over the world;
because of this the convention’s time slots are aligned with
the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) timezone. The
following tables detail the times of the game slots as well as
providing a handful of converted times.

For your convenience, you can click on the game slot names
to be linked to an external timezone converter which will
attempt to convert to your local timezone based on your IP
address. This converter also contains links to add calendar
events on most major platforms.

An important note for our players in the United Kingdom:
As the UK is currently on British Summer Time (BST), your
time is one hour ahead of UTC.

Slot UTC+0 BST (UTC+1) EDT (UTC-4) AEST (UTC+10)
Slot 1 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 20:30 - 00:30 10:30 - 14:30
Break 1 04:30 - 05:00 05:30 - 06:00 00:30 - 01:00 14:30 - 15:00
Slot 2 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 01:00 - 05:00 15:00 - 19:00
Break 2 09:00 - 10:00 10:00 - 11:00 05:00 - 06:00 19:00 - 20:00
Slot 3 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 06:00 - 10:00 20:00 - 24:00
Break 3 14:00 - 15:00 15:00 - 16:00 10:00 - 11:00 00:00 - 01:00
Slot 4 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 11:00 - 15:00 01:00 - 05:00
Break 4 19:00 - 20:00 20:00 - 21:00 15:00 - 16:00 05:00 - 06:00
Slot 5 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 16:00 - 20:00 06:00 - 10:00
Break 5 00:00 - 00:30 01:00 - 01:30 20:00 - 20:30 10:00 - 10:30

Friday, August 20

Slot UTC+0 BST (UTC+1) EDT (UTC-4) AEST (UTC+10)
Slot 6 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 20:30 - 00:30 10:30 - 14:30
Break 1 04:30 - 05:00 05:30 - 06:00 00:30 - 01:00 14:30 - 15:00
Slot 7 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 01:00 - 05:00 15:00 - 19:00
Break 2 09:00 - 10:00 10:00 - 11:00 05:00 - 06:00 19:00 - 20:00
Slot 8 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 06:00 - 10:00 20:00 - 24:00
Break 3 14:00 - 15:00 15:00 - 16:00 10:00 - 11:00 00:00 - 01:00
Slot 9 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 11:00 - 15:00 01:00 - 05:00
Break 4 19:00 - 20:00 20:00 - 21:00 15:00 - 16:00 05:00 - 06:00
Slot 10 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 16:00 - 20:00 06:00 - 10:00
Break 5 00:00 - 00:30 01:00 - 01:30 20:00 - 20:30 10:00 - 10:30

Saturday, August 21

Slot UTC+0 BST (UTC+1) EDT (UTC-4) AEST (UTC+10)
Slot 11 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 20:30 - 00:30 10:30 - 14:30
Break 1 04:30 - 05:00 05:30 - 06:00 00:30 - 01:00 14:30 - 15:00
Slot 12 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 01:00 - 05:00 15:00 - 19:00
Break 2 09:00 - 10:00 10:00 - 11:00 05:00 - 06:00 19:00 - 20:00
Slot 13 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 06:00 - 10:00 20:00 - 24:00
Break 3 14:00 - 15:00 15:00 - 16:00 10:00 - 11:00 00:00 - 01:00
Slot 14 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 11:00 - 15:00 01:00 - 05:00
Break 4 19:00 - 20:00 20:00 - 21:00 15:00 - 16:00 05:00 - 06:00
Slot 15 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 16:00 - 20:00 06:00 - 10:00

Sunday, August 22

Game starting previous day
Game same day
Game starting/ending next day
Break same day
Break starting/ending next day

Game starting previous day
Game same day
Game starting/ending next day
Break same day
Break starting/ending next day
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https://dateful.com/eventlink/2690650755
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2696712712
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2696712712
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https://dateful.com/eventlink/2923330716
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1505211702
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1505211702
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2169950694
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2169950694
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
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https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
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https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
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Before the Convention Begins

Players must check Discord regularly to keep in touch with GMs
and convention organisers.

GMs have been asked to reach out and contact players by the end
of August 18th; some GMs will want to sort out characters in
advance and may have other aspects of the game to discuss.

If a GM hasn’t been able to contact a player by 19th August, then
that player’s seat will be forfeit and it will be reallocated to another
player.

Players must be on Discord to be able to accept waitlist invitations
for seats that have become available.

After the Convention Starts

Players are asked to be ready on Discord at least five minutes
before the game and seats will be reallocated to other players
shortly afterwards in the event of a no-show.

Although this might seem a little harsh, it takes a reasonable
amount of time for the convention organisers to find another
player and for that player to get set up.

If players know that they might be unable to make the start of the
game then they are urged to make contact with the GM on the day
of the game to confirm their place at the table. Players are
reminded that Discord messages can be left with GMs even if GMs
are not online.

Players looking for more games are advised to keep an eye on
#awwgf-waitlists for seats that become available at short notice
when players drop out. The convention organisers ask that players
taking these seats are at home and ready to play before accepting a
seat.

It is also possible for GMs to offer pickup games on Discord
during the game. Previous conventions have seen games offered

by some of the more popular GMs at very short notice!

Tips For Getting Games

Players can sign up for as many games as they like.

Signups for popular games are always phenomenal; there is a
good chance that players who only sign up for popular games will
end up with no games. Players that make a wide selection of
games are much more likely to get a full weekend than people that
only sign up for the popular games.

Players that don’t get any of the games they really wanted are
encouraged to keep an eye on #awwgf-waitlists during the
conference. Even the most popular games have had multiple
dropouts, with unexpected surprises for players that thought
they’d missed out.

The Discord has seen an incredible number of friendships form,
resulting in numerous long-running campaigns, one-shots and
West Marches style groups. Players are encouraged to get involved
and get in some games with some unfamiliar faces. There’s a good
chance that AWeekendWith Good Friends will turn out to be a
very long weekend indeed!



Index of Games by Time Slot

Game Slot 1

• Call of Cthulhu - Dockside Dogs - TR

• Call of Cthulhu - Penguin One - doctorkreiner

• Call of Cthulhu - She Just Couldn’t Stay Away - Puddy_R

• Call of Cthulhu -Weekend in theWoods - Michael Dureen

• Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu) - Field of Screams - Diesel

• Eclipse Phase - Think Before Asking - TRNSHMN

• Slasher Flick - The Gardener - DontStopMeNow

• Those Dark Places - Baffin Station Report - Patricksmatrick

• Untitled Cosmic Horror Project - A Haunted House - Thomas
Eliot

Game Slot 2

• Mörk Borg - The House of the Hollow - DeviantKraken

Game Slot 3

• Back Again from the Broken Land - Back Again from the
Broken Land - DeviantKraken

• Call of Cthulhu - The Autopsy - 4AcrossIsEmu

• Call of Cthulhu - The Crack’d and Crook’d Manse - Mr Spike

• Call of Cthulhu - Saturnine Challice - Bitburg_Chef

• Jaws of the Six Serpents - The Blizzard’s Teeth - Scott Dorward

• Liminal - Bad Blood - Sue

Game Slot 4

• Call of Cthulhu - Alpaca in the Sheep Field - JohnTheHedge

• Call of Cthulhu - Dissociation - Fragslag

• Call of Cthulhu - The Murder Shack - Diesel

• Call of Cthulhu - The Space Between - Hilmar

• Call of Cthulhu -Welcome to Little Creek - Bitburg_Chef

• Dead of Night - The Broken Bridge - Scott Dorward

• Delta Green - The Lazarus Problem - Patricksmatrick

• FKR: Free Kriegspiel Roleplaying - Sir Orfeo - seanfsmith

• Microscope - The Fetid Empires - iPwnedMSCS

• Sigil & Shadow - Get Johnny - SpandexAndy

Game Slot 5

• Call of Cthulhu - The Code - Jon Hook

• Call of Cthulhu - The Dare - TR

• Call of Cthulhu - The Great God Pan - SeattleEgg

• Call of Cthulhu - Horror on the Buffalo River - Michael Dureen

• Call of Cthulhu - Missed Dues - 1moreuser

• Call of Cthulhu - Night Bus - Scott Dorward

• Cthulhu Dark - Masquerade - Rina

• Things From the Flood - The Park in the Dark - Tore Nielsen

Game Slot 6

• 5e Animal Adventures - Dungeons and Doggies –Who’ll Let
the Dogs Out - DontStopMeNow

• Call of Cthulhu - The Burning Stars - DeviantKraken

• Call of Cthulhu - Terror at Tianmen Shan - timtoon

• Delta Green - Last Things Last - Teagan Mars



• Homebrewed System - The Manor of the Giant Aminius -
mellonbread

• KULT: Divinity Lost - The Faulkeners’ Dream Maze - ryanf

• Tales From the Loop - Our Friends the Machines - your
friend nate

Game Slot 7

• Blades in the Dark - Oubliette - TRNSHMN

• King Arthur Pendtragon 5.2 - The Celebratory Hunt - Shannon
Mac

Game Slot 8

• Brindlewood Bay - The Great Brindlewood Bay Bake off - Neil

• Call of Cthulhu - Of This Men Shall Know Nothing - Jawncee

• Call of Cthulhu - VRBO: Vacation Rental by Occult - Jon Hook

• Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu) - Dan Dare: The Venus Test -
Goat Major

• Cthulhu Dark - The Doors Beyond Time - Mr Spike

• Dungeons and Dragons 5E -Wolves ofWelton - thelilscientist

• HotWar (system only) - Unamerican - Scott Dorward

• Lamentations of the Flame Princess - From the Blackest of Soil
- Escargonaut

• Mörk Borg - The Frozen Grotto of St Tristian - iPwnedMSCS

• Sigil & Shadow - I’m Kinda NewTo This - SpandexAndy

Game Slot 9

• Call of Cthulhu - The Castle of Greed - Phaedra

• Call of Cthulhu - Cursed - Diesel

• Call of Cthulhu - The Great Trap - GMDante

• Call of Cthulhu - The Gardens of Bradford Point - Grant
Dowell

• Call of Cthulhu -Welcome to Little Creek - Bitburg_Chef

• Call of Cthulhu - Mind the Gap - domjallen

• Cthulhu Invictus - Doom - TR

• Dead of Night - The Best Years of Our Lives - Scott Dorward

• Dead of Night -When Johnny Came Home - Fragslag

• KULT: Divinity Lost - Oakwood Heights - ryanf

• Smithy of Sacrilege - Seekers of Starmetal - seanfsmith

• Tales From the Loop- Our Friends the Machines - Mouse

• Trashkin - The Untitled Adventure - DontStopMeNow

Game Slot 10

• ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game - CSI: Weyland-Yutani - Sue

• Call of Cthulhu - The Blue - Matt Sanderson

• Call of Cthulhu - The Happiest Place on Earth - chansey

• Call of Cthulhu - Hastur, We Have a Problem! - timtoon

• Call of Cthulhu - The Kolakee Thunderbird

• Call of Cthulhu - A Light Over Lone Pine - Andrew G

• Call of Cthulhu - Night Bus - Scott Dorward

• Call of Cthulhu - VRBO: Vacation Rental by Occult - Jon Hook

• Dreamland - Paradise of the Unchanging - AaronJV

• Liminal - Shadow to the Light - DrMitch

• Mörk Borg - TheWorm Turns - domjallen

• Runequest Glorantha - Boldhome Blues: Everyone Comes
Home to Hunfrid’s - chunkyduff



Game Slot 11

• Call of Cthulhu - Highway of Blood (Abridged) - Ian
Christiansen

• Call of Cthulhu - Legs! - Patricksmatrick

• Call of Cthulhu - Missed Dues - 1moreuser

• Call of Cthulhu - Night Nurses - bones_of_caine

• Call of Cthulhu - Stalker in the Moonlit Mall - Michael Dureen

• Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu) - Midnight Creature Feature -
ABBAttoir

• Dethroners - Dethroners - iPwnedMSCS

• Tales From the Loop - The Recycled Boy -your friend nate

Game Slot 12

• Treasures of the Troll King - Mörk Borg - Togsee

Game Slot 13

• Call of Cthulhu - La Recette - 4AcrossIsEmu

• Cthulhu Dark - Consume - GrahamWalmsley

• Cthulhu Dark - Die Not Ingloriously - Rina

• Dead of Night - The Broken Bridge - Scott Dorward

• Liminal - The Dead - Mr Spike

• MachoWomenWith Guns - Fun Guys From Yuggoth

Game Slot 14

• ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game -Terminator: The Sarah
Connors - Diesel

• Call of Cthulhu - The Castle of Greed - Phaedra

• Call of Cthulhu - The Great Trap - GMDante

• Cthulhu Dark - Politics as Usual - JohnTheHedge

• Dead of Night - Mad Dogs and Scholars - Tore Nielsen

• Delta Green - Last Things Last - Teagan Mars

• Dread - Shadows over Edenton - Matt H.

• Jaws of the Six Serpents - The Blizzard’s Teeth - Scott Dorward

• Tales From the Loop - Snow Day - Mouse

• Untitled Cosmic Horror Project - A Haunted House - Thomas
Eliot

Game Slot 15

• Blades in the Dark - Oubliette - TRNSHMN

• Call of Cthulhu - Missed Dues - 1moreuser

• Call of Cthulhu - Project P.A.W. - Bridgett/Symphony

• HotWar (system only) - Unamerican - Scott Dorward

• Vaesen - Firebreak - Matt Sanderson



Index of Games by System

5e Animal Adventures

• Dungeons and Doggies –Who’ll Let the Dogs Out - Game Slot
14 - DontStopMeNow

ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game

• CSI: Weyland-Yutani - Game Slot 10 - Sue

• Terminator: The Sarah Connors - Game Slot 14 - Diesel

BackAgain from the Broken Land

• Back Again from the Broken Land - Game Slot 3 -
DeviantKraken

Blades in the Dark

• Oubliette - Game Slot 7 - TRNSHMN

• Oubliette - Game Slot 15 -TRNSHMN

Brindlewood Bay

• The Great Brindlewood Bay Bake Off - Game Slot 8 - Neil

Call of Cthulhu

• Alpaca in the Sheep Field - Game Slot 4 - JohnTheHedge

• The Autopsy - Game Slot 3 - 4AcrossIsEmu

• The Blue - Game Slot 10 - Matt Sanderson

• The Burning Stars - Game Slot 6 - DeviantKraken

• The Castle of Greed - Game Slot 9 - Phaedra

• The Castle of Greed - Game Slot 14 - Pheadra

• The Code - Game Slots 5 and 6 - Jon Hook

• The Crack’d and Crook’d Manse - Game Slot 3 - Mr Spike

• Cursed - Game Slot 9 - Diesel

• The Dare - Game Slot 5 - TR

• Dissociation - Game Slot 4 - Fragslag

• Dockside Dogs - Game Slot 1 - TR

• The Gardens of Bradford Point - Game Slot 9 - Grant Dowell

• The Great God Pan - Game Slot 5 - SeattleEgg

• The Great Trap - Game Slot 9 - GMDante

• The Great Trap - Game Slot 14 - GMDante

• The Happiest Place on Earth - Game Slot 10 - chansey

• Hastur, We Have a Problem! - Game Slot 10 - timtoon

• Highway of Blood (Abridged) - Game Slot 11 - Ian Christiansen

• Horror on the Buffalo River - Game Slot 5 - Michael Dureen

• The Kolakalee Thunderbird - Game Slot 10 - GM Bill

• La Recette - Game Slot 13 - 4AcrossIsEmu

• Legs! - Game Slot 11 - Patricksmatrick

• A Light Over Lone Pine - Game Slot 10 - Andrew G

• Mind the Gap - Game Slot 9 - domjallen

• Missed Dues - Game Slot 5 - 1moreuser

• Missed Dues - Game Slot 11 - 1moreuser

• Missed Dues - Game Slot 15 - 1moreuser

• The Murder Shack - Game Slot 4 - Diesel

• Night Bus - Game Slot 5 - Scott Dorward

• Night Bus - Game Slot 10 - Scott Dorward

• Night Nurses - Game Slot 11 - bones_of_caine



• Of This Men Shall Know Nothing - Game Slot 8 - Jawncee

• Penguin One - Game Slot 1 - doctorkreiner

• Project P.A.W. - Game Slot 15 - Bridgett/Symphony

• Saturnine Challice - Game Slot 3 - Bitburg_Chef

• She Just Couldn’t Stay Away - Game Slot 1 - Puddy_R

• The Space Between - Game Slot 4 - Hilmar

• Stalker in the Moonlit Mall - Game Slot 11 - Michael Dureen

• Terror at Tianmen Shan - Game Slot 6 - timtoon

• VRBO: Vacation Rental by Occult - Game Slot 8 - Jon Hook

• VRBO: Vacation Rental by Occult - Game Slot 10 - Jon Hook

• Weekend in theWoods - Game Slot 1 - Michael Dureen

• Welcome to Little Creek - Game Slot 4 - Bitburg_Chef

• Welcome to Little Creek - Game Slot 9 - Bitburg_Chef

Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu)

• Dan Dare: The Venus Test - Game Slot 8 - Goat Major

• Field of Screams - Game Slot 1 - Diesel

• Midnight Creature Feature - Game Slot 11 - ABBAttoir

Cthulhu Dark

• Consume - Game Slot 13 - GrahamWalmsley

• Die Not Ingloriously - Game Slot 13 - Rina

• The Doors Beyond Time - Game Slot 8 - Mr Spike

• Masquerade - Game Slot 5 - Rina

• Politics as Usual - Game Slot 14 - JohnTheHedge

Cthulhu Invictus

• Doom - Game Slot 9 - TR

Dead of Night

• The Best Years of Our Lives - Game Slot 9 - Scott Dorward

• The Broken Bridge - Game Slot 4 - Scott Dorward

• The Broken Bridge - Game Slot 13 - Scott Dorward

• Mad Dogs and Scholars - Game Slot 14 - Tore Nielsen

• When Johnny Came Home - Game Slot 9 - Fragslag

Delta Green

• Last Things Last - Game Slot 6 - Teagan Mars

• Last Things Last - Game Slot 14 - Teagan Mars

• The Lazarus Problem - Game Slot 4 - Patricksmatrik

Detrhoners

• Dethroners - Game Slot 11 - iPwenedMSCS

Dread

• Shadows over Edenton - Game Slot 14 - Matt H.

Dreamland

• Paradise of the Unchanging - Game Slot 10 - AaronJV

Dungeons and Dragons 5E

• Wolves ofWelton - Game Slot 8 - thelilscientist

Eclipse Phase

• Think Before Asking - Game Slots 1 and 2 - TRNSHMN

Homebrewed System

• The Manor of the Giant Arminus - Game Slot - mellonbread



HotWar (system only)

• Unamerican - Game Slot 8 - Scott Dorward

• Unamerican - Game Slot 15 - Scott Dorward

FKR: Free Kreigsspiel Roleplaying

• Sir Orfeo - Game Slot 4 - seanfsmith

Jaws of the Six Serpents

• The Blizzard’s Teeth - Game Slot 3 - Scott Dorward

• The Blizzard’s Teeth - Game Slot 14 - Scott Dorward

KingArthur Pendragon 5.2

• The Celebratory Hunt - Game Slot 7 - Shannon Mac

KULT: Divinity Lost

• The Falukeners’ Dream Maze - Game Slot 6 - ryanf

• Oakwood Heights - Game Slot 9 - ryanf

Lamentations of the Flame Princess

• From the Blackest of Soil - Game Slot 8 - Escargotnaut

Liminal

• Bad Blood - Game Slot 3 - Sue

• The Dead - Game Slot 13 - Mr Spike

• Shadow to the Light - Game Slot 10 - DrMitch

MachoWomenWith Guns

• Fun Guys From Yuggoth - Game Slot 13 - Sue

Microscope

• The Fetid Empires - Game Slot 4 - iPwnedMSCS

Mörk Borg

• The Frozen Grotto of St Tristian - Game Slot 8 - iPwnedMSCS

• The House of the Hollow - Game Slot 2 - DeviantKraken

• Treasures of the Troll King - Game Slot 12 - Togsee

• TheWorm Turns - Game Slot 10 - domjallen

Runequest Glorantha

• Boldhome Blues: Everyone Comes to Hunfrid's - Game Slot 10
- chunkyduff

Sigil & Shadow

• Get Johnny - Game Slot 4 - SpandexAndy

• I’m Kinda NewTo This - Game Slot 8 - SpandexAndy

Slasher Flick

• The Gardener - Slot 1 - DontStopMeNow

Smithy of Sacrilege

• Seekers of Starmetal - Game Slot 9 - seanfsmith

Tales From the Loop

• Our Friends the Machines - Game Slot 6 - your friend nate

• Our Friends the Machines - Game Slot 9 - Mouse

• The Recycled Boy - Game Slot 11 - your friend nate

• Snow Day - Game Slot 14 - Mouse

Things From the Flood

• The Park in the Dark - Game Slot 5 - Tore Nielsen

Those Dark Places

• Baffin Station Report - Game Slot 1 - Patricksmatrick



Trashkin

• The Untitled Adventure - Game Slot 9 - DontStopMeNow

Untitled Cosmic Horror Project

• A Haunted House - Game Slot 1 - Thomas Eliot

• A Haunted House - Game Slot 14 - Thomas Eliot

Vaesen

• Firebreak - Game Slot 15 - Matt Sanderson



Game Slot 1

August 20, 00:30 - 04:30 UTC

August 20, 01:30 - 05:30 BST

August 19, 20:30 - 00:30 EDT

August 20, 10:30 - 14:30 AEST

Dockside Dogs for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by TR

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A group of criminals with pseudonyms, and each strangers to one
another, are hired to carry out a robbery. It was supposed to be an
easy job, a big payoff, and a fast getaway. Things didn’t go as
planned. Now, their best chance is to make for the docks
warehouse with the loot and wait for the getaway.

Amind-warping scenario by Paul Fricker, inspired by the film
Reservoir Dogs.

Private discord will be used for communication to allow for
breakout rooms.

ContentWarnings: Scenario is weird, even by Cthulhu standards.
There is a TON of potential for inter-party conflict in this
scenario. In fact, inter-party conflict is encouraged.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and Veils

Game Discord Server

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2690650755
https://discord.gg/8Tjm4rJR


Penguin One for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by doctorkreiner

For 4-8 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

1958. An aircraft on a top secret mission near the north pole. A
hastily assembled rescue team. The ColdWar meets the Cthulhu
mythos in a race across the top of the world. What secrets was the
Army trying to understand?What happens if the Russians get
there first? And can you really trust your team, or could one of
them be a communist spy?

ContentWarnings: Body horror, cosmic horror, blood, gore

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion

This game will use Game Table 1.

She Just Couldn’t Stay Away for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Puddy_R

For 3-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Game takes place in the mid 90's. Characters are a team of
supernatural hunters/conspiracy theorists who run a Geocities
website dedicated to Fortean lore (with lots of blinking text and
under construction gifs). A personal connection pulls you into a
local mystery. Players can make their own characters or pre-gens
can be provided.

No ContentWarnings

NoAdditional SafetyTools

Game will use Game Table 5.



Field of Screams for Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu)

Offered by Diesel

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Rural Iowa in the 1920s.

In any other era, you would be international baseball stars. But
given the racism and sexism of the time, you instead make your
way barnstorming with the All Nations baseball team across
America, playing in rural town after rural town, working for what
is essentially a carnie advertising a sideshow. You're not making
millions living in NewYork, but hey, it's baseball, and you get to
play it for a living.

But now, your boss has seemingly screwed the pooch. The piece of
land that he rented out for tonight's game would make an amazing
field. If not for the fact that nobody in town wants to attend the
game, because they all think that field is haunted by ghosts! You're
going to have to figure out what is going on with that field, and
possibly, confront this evil spirits that threaten to ruin your
baseball game!

This is a Pulp scenario that has investigation as well as action, but
focuses on fun and uses the full Pulp rules.

No ContentWarnings.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Tabletop

Zoom link to follow

Weekend in the Woods for Call of Cthulhu

Offered byMichael Dureen

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-Generated characters will be provided.

AWeekend in theWoods‚ begins on Friday morning in 1925. It’s
the end of summer vacation and the Arkham Boy Scouts are going
camping. Twelve scouts have assembled at Independence Square,
next to the trolley station, and wait for Scoutmaster Lewis to pick
them up. All the scouts know each other, even though half of them
attend Arkham’s Public High School and the other half East High
School. They have worked hard all summer, organizing
community events like last week’s trash pickup in Old Arkham
Graveyard, and eagerly await their rewards: a three-day camping
trip to New Hampshire’s Green Mountains. What could possibly
go wrong?

ContentWarnings: Teens in danger, body horror

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

Virtual Tabletop link

This game will use Game Table 2.

https://app.roll20.net/join/10817419/aZkn4Q
https://app.roll20.net/join/11246403/z0MgwQ


Think Before Asking for Eclipse Phase

Offered by TRNSHMN

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

There is always someone. Even after the Fall, even after the
superhuman machine intelligences killed Earth and most of
humanity with it. There is always someone playing Prometheus,
thinking the fire will not burn them.

An antimatter warhead has been smuggled past what little
authority there exists in the Saturn system. The peculiar nature of
the device and it's detonator has caught the attention of Firewall, a
conspiracy spanning the solar system sworn to protect humanity
from threats of extinction, internal or external.

They have activated your cell. It's your task to track this weapon,
find out it's purpose, and, if necessary, neutralize whatever threats
lie under the surface. Time to go to work, sentinel.

An adventure by Anders Sandberg for Eclipse Phase.

ContentWarnings: Violence, children in peril, existential horror

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion

Virtual Table Top link

Please note that this game will run for 6 hours and will use both
Game Slot 1 and Game
Slot 2.

This game will use
Game Table 7.

The Gardner for Slasher Flick

Offered by DontStopMeNow

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Slasher Flick is a hack and slash game with a high body count!
Since graduation, your close-knit group of friends has grown apart
a bit. But your old friend, the beautiful and wealthy MuffyVan
Caster, has stumbled across the rental listing for the Carter
Mansion and decided it would be the perfect place to host a
summertime reunion! She has contacted the agency, Lakeford
Properties Inc, and has rented the estate for a week in August. It's
the perfect place to cut loose, remember the old times, and party -
as long as there aren't any murderous psychopaths on the loose!

Slasher Flick encourages players to really lean into the tropes of
the slasher genre and awards players for sneaking off to make out*,
or investigating that strange noise out in the woods. Being chased?
better run upstairs or into the basement!

*disclaimer - this will be a PG to PG-13 rated Flick. Any romantic
sneaking-off is not required, I was just using it as an example of a
trope. And it will be done only with consent and will be veiled - at
least until one or both of you gets impaled by the killer! I have no
problem kicking someone that is not respectful of others'
boundaries.

ContentWarnings: Body horror, drug/alcohol use

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

This game will use Game Table 6.

https://space-hobo-adventure-hour.moltenhosting.com/game


A Haunted House for Untitled Cosmic Horror Project

Offered by Thomas Eliot

For 1-6 players, no age minimum. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

This is a playtest of the newest offering from Sixpence Games, a
PbtA investigative horror game about investigating mysteries and
confronting cosmic horrors, and how doing that changes you. This
game is not yet published and the design is not finalized, but it has
been playtested quite a bit and is very much in the "actually fun to
play" stage of development.

This game will be an adaptation of the classic mystery The
Haunted House. Your friends just moved into a creaky old
mansion, and after their first night there, one of them is convinced
that it's haunted and they need to move out - while the other one
doesn't believe in ghosts and thinks that's crazy. Can you figure out
which one of them is right?

No ContentWarnings.

No Additional SafetyTools.

Game will use Game Table 3.

Baffin Station Report for Those Dark Places

Offered by Patricksmatrick

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Hundreds of years from now!

This is a space horror game in the vein of Alien or Event Horizon.
This is a rules light game. All you need play is the character sheet
and a 1d6, character creation takes 15 minutes. It is very narrative
driven and very lethal.

The players are crew of a standard T-346 Deep Space Recovery
Vessel (DSRV) in commission of the Cambridge-Wallace
Corporation; the company has a space station scheduled for
demolition and salvage in the Procyon binary star system, 11.45
light years from Earth, and the three-person engineering team
they sent there several months ago to finalize the demolition is
ready to be picked up and returned home.

Your job is to pick up the crew, and any high value equipment they
salvaged from the station.

ContentWarnings:Body Horror,
Cannibalism, Infection

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
Discussion, Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 4.



The House of the Hollow forMörk Borg

Offered by DeviantKraken

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Local legends tell of a mansion that appears only at the full moon,
a transient home to an otherworldy artifact. Curious adventurers
seldom return, and those that do are hollow, an empty shell of
their former self.

In The House of the Hollow, players will investigate a mysterious
moonlit manor. Even before they encounter the moon-bound
horrors lurking between the walls, navigating a decrepit house on
the brink of collapse provides the players a challenge. A haunting
revelation awaits travellers who enter the mansion, along with a
powerful artifact ripe for the plucking.

ContentWarnings: Blood and gore, insects, general Mörk Borgery

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and Veils

Virutal Table Top link to follow.

This Game will use Game Table 1.

Game Slot 2

August 20, 05:00 - 09:00 UTC

August 20, 06:00 - 10:00 BST

August 20, 01:00 - 05:00 EDT

August 20, 15:00 - 19:00 AEST

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2696712712


Game Slot 3

August 20, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC

August 20, 11:00 - 15:00 BST

August 20, 06:00 - 10:00 EDT

August 20, 20:00 - 24:00 AEST

Back Again from the Broken Land

Offered by DeviantKraken

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by players.

You are little people who walked into a big war. The Doomslord’s
forces were gathered in the Broken Land, and your fellowship
played a small but crucial role in their fall. Now, laden with stories
to tell and burdens to bear, you set off on the journey home. But
the Doomslord’s Hunters are still out there, and it’s a long way to
walk – Back again from the Broken Land.

Back Again from the Broken Land is a tabletop roleplaying game
of small adventurers sharing stories on a long walk home. The
game is inspired by the emotional, even bittersweet stretches of
The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings.

No ContentWarnings.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and Veils

Google Sheets link to follow

Game will use Game Table 4.

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2923330716


The Autopsy for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by 4AcrossIsEmu

For 1-3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It is 1921, and you have recently been enrolled at Shaw University,
a cloistered, and exclusive place of learning in the Boston area,
with limited spaces, high standards, and ruthless competition
among the students. Only one week in, you are starting to feel the
pressure to perform, with whispers of pupils already being
expelled. So you are delighted to be asked to help Professor
Goodfellow for some extra credits. He has a small matter of a
murder for you to solve. Peel back the skin and take a look at
whats inside, nothing a student of your caliber would balk at
surely.

ContentWarnings: Body horror, gaslighting, hazing

Additional SafetyTools: Lines and Veils

This game will use Game Table 2.

The Crack’d and Crook’d Manse for Call of Cthulhu

Offered byMr Spike

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Lockhart Investigations is a Boston PI firm which has seen better
times. When a proposition in the form of a letter from a small
firm of attorneys in the town of Gamwell arrives, it seems like
their fortunes could be on the rise.

It seems that you have been referred to them as perhaps being
able to to shed some light on the whereabouts of one of their
wealthy clients, with special regard to the management of his large
nearby estate. Included with the letter is an interesting newspaper
clipping regarding the man, a Mr. Arthur Cornthwaite, who
apparently went missing a fewweeks ago...

ContentWarnings:Mutilation, body horror

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

This game will use Game Table 3



Saturnine Chalice for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A faulty fuel gauge leaves the investigators stranded on a lonely
road. The nearest town is miles away, but there is a large house
nearby. The occupants might have some fuel, or even a phone to
call for assistance. Unknown to the investigators, inside the house,
almost nothing is as it seems... Who will knock at the door to ask
for gas?

A great scenario by Matthew Sanderson embracing the madness
and weirdness.

ContentWarnings: Violence, suicide, mental illness

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 1.

[Expected high demand]

The Blizzard’s Teeth for Jaws of the Six Serpents

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Five strangers shelter in an isolated mountain keep as a deadly
snowstorm howls outside. They’re a dangerous and suspicious lot,
each with their own secrets and agendas. Will they put aside their
differences and work together to survive the night or will they be
torn asunder by the blizzard's teeth?

This is a dark sword and sorcery adventure with horror elements.
Pre-gens are provided and no knowledge of Jaws of the Six
Serpents is necessary.

ContentWarnings: Violence, gore

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-Game Discussion, X-Card, Line and
Veils

Google Meet link to follow

https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/11256828/saturnine-chalice-awwgf#


Bad Blood for Liminal

Offered by Sue

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Milton Keynes isn't exactly known as a hotbed of paranormal
activity, so the fact you've been asked to look into a case there is
pretty strange. But consulting work for P-Division is what's
keeping the lights on at your paranormal detective agency, and
tracking down a young man who didn't make it home from the
club last night sounds like easy money. And who knows? Maybe
there's more to Milton Keynes than meets the eye.

ContentWarnings: Terminal illness, coercion

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 5.



Game Slot 4

August 20, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC

August 20, 16:00 - 20:00 BST

August 20, 11:00 - 15:00 EDT

August 21, 01:00 - 05:00 AEST

Alpaca in the Sheep Field for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by JohnTheHedge

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

At 6am this morning, a man’s body was found on the quiet island
of Dalbrae off the west coast of Scotland. His body was torn to
pieces as if by a wild animal attack. But there are no large
predators on the island. You are journalists from a local TV
channel sent out to report on the incident and to try and figure
out what has happened. What angle will you take?Was it murder?
Some kind of accident? What darkness waits in this sleepy tourist
town?

ContentWarnings: Blood and gore

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link (will also be used for voice)

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1505211702
https://app.roll20.net/join/11129045/-rNoKA


Dissociation for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Fragslag

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Thursday 26th March 2020, 10.30pm.

Delta Airlines Flight AZ7614 from San Diego to Seattle.

Life is good.

But not for long.

ContentWarnings: Graphic violence and body horror. Isolation
and confusion. Loss of agency

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link to follow

This game will use Game Table 4

The Murder Shack for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Diesel

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Modern Day.

You're a member of a support group for the families of victims of
violent crime, connected to the other investigators by a shared
tragedy. Last year, you all each lost loved ones in a brutal mass
murder in a remote woodland cabin.

At your most recent meeting, a mysterious woman has shown up,
and she wants you to know something. She wants you to go back
to where your loved ones died.

This is a dark and deadly scenario, but coming in with the
expectation that this is a "challenge" will likely leave you
disappointed. Instead, you will likely have more fun if you want to
be part of a grim and personal horror story where anything can
happen, but most things that can happen will be bad. You will have
more fun if you do not expect your character to survive.

ContentWarnings: Intense personal feelings of guilt and grief,
murder, suicide.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top
link

Zoom Link to
follow

https://app.roll20.net/join/8893741/hq6UXw
https://app.roll20.net/join/8893741/hq6UXw


The Space Between for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Himar

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Four members of the "Church of Sunyata" meet at a half-deserted
film set in modern day Hollywood. Mind you, this Church is not a
cult. It has excellent contacts in Hollywood, and is producing this
feature film to present their beliefs to the public. The filming is in
trouble, though: the leading lady has vanished, the director has
retreated from the world, and the second lead actress hasn't even
been cast.

Enter the investigators: You will play the Church's PR guru, its
fearsome fixer, the director's personal assistant and a young actor
getting entangled in a web of deceits. You movie for tonight: "The
Space between".

This is, of course, a scenario by Scott himself, and I am aware of
the chutzpah to run it at his own convention ;) But I have run this
10+ times and I bring in my own props and extensions. It's always
been a blast.

This game will be run using voice and video over Zoom. Please
make sure your internet connection and camera gear hold up to
this. Voice-only gamers will not be accepted.

ContentWarnings: Extreme violence, religion, body horror.

Additional SafetyTools:
X-Card

Zoom Link

Welcome to Little Creek for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A small, remote, town by the name of Little Creek in the middle of
nowhere in MA, became an area of interest to the federal census
bureau. Their numbers indicate 321 inhabitants for the past 228
years in a row. Four bureau agent went missing or "left" under
suspicious circumstances in the last two census evaluations (a
period of about 20 years). Is this pure coincidence or is there
something else at work as the latest team of federal agents is about
to take this year's census...

Can you solve the mystery behind this isolated town?What
happened to your fellow agents?

ContentWarnings: Strong violence, torture, cult ideas

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 3

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84462169421?pwd=djB3NjJNL1M0VC9ISEVoMTAwb0xsZz09
https://app.roll20.net/join/11238771/U9RC1w


The Broken Bridge for Dead of Night

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

England, 1978.

Summer is coming to an end, and so is childhood. A group of
young teenage friends gather to enjoy what may be the last sunny
day of the year. With adulthood closing in fast, this may also be
the last time they can just be kids together – playing silly games,
pulling pranks, and exploring the countryside.

The broken bridge looms large in local folklore. No one can say
who built it or when. Even when it was complete, it can’t really
have gone anywhere. But it has been a magnet to generations of
children, goading each other to clamber as close to its crumbling
edge as they dare.

Today is different, however. Today, the bridge may lead
somewhere strange and wonderful. But are the wonders of
childhood imagination always as placid and harmless as they
seem?

ContentWarnings: Violence, children in
peril

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
Discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

Google Meet link to follow.

[Expected high demand]

The Lazarus Problem for Delta Green

Offered by Patricksmatrick

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

August 20th, Present Day

Early last night in a quiet neighborhood in Exeter, Rhode Island, a
bedroom community of Providence, the state police and
emergency medical services responded to a 911 call of a drug
overdose. When they arrived the police found three victims
drained of blood.

The police encountered, shot and killed a suspect who attempted
to attack them. The suspect was declared dead from multiple
gunshot wounds to the chest at 11:36 PM. Two hours later he woke
up, with no heartbeat, no pulse, and no memory of the past 72
hours.

Your cell has been activated to uncover what really happened last
night and clean up the mess.

ContentWarnings: Body horror, cannibalism, sexual content

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
Discussion, Lines and Veils

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 4.

https://app.roll20.net/join/11225386/XZZ03A


Sir Orfeo for FKR: Free Kreigsspiel Roleplaying

Offered by seanfsmith

For 2-7 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Eighteen months ago, the queen vanished from the middle of the
entire assembled court. The king believed the queen to have been
kidnapped by fairies and sent himself into voluntary exile.

The steward who rules in his stead has gathered you to go into the
wilderness to check if the king is yet dead.

FKR is ancient school roleplaying – essentially extreme GM fiat
through verisimilitude.

ContentWarnings: Hunting, kidnapping, the fair folk

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Discord link

The Fetid Empires forMicroscope

Offered by iPwnedMSCS

For 2-3 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Some say the Rotting Emperors came to our world from beyond
the stars. Others say they we're always of our world and rose from
below to torment us. The only thing anyone knows for certain is
that they came and the great kingdoms failed leaving the naught
but a stinking, bloated corpse where manifold horrors roam.

Microscope is a history building game where players can explore
vast swaths of time all the way down to single conversations.

ContentWarnings: Players will create content and setting through
play.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and Veils

Trello link to follow

This game will use Game Table 2.

https://discord.gg/HCVKFfjVcr


Get Johnny for Sigil & Shadow

Offered by SpandexAndy

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

NewYork, present day. It's easier to hide your weirdness in the big
city. You can wear a hoodie to hide your horns. People don't seem
to notice if you only come out at night. The neighbours don't
question the black candles and chalk in your shopping bags. But
now things are getting harder. Now the government has got
involved.

An hour ago, your contact Johnny got taken. He was just sitting on
a bench, when some guy in a black suit walked up waving some ID
badge. Moments later two other people in hazmat suits moved in.
They didn't talk. They just tasered him and bundled him into a
black SUV.We've got to get him back, or silence him, because he
knows a lot about us.

A group of Shadows have gathered to decide their next step.
Fortunately, the ritual to locate Johnny has gone well. We know
where he is. But we don't knowmuch more than that.

Sigil & Shadow is a new Urban Fantasy rpg that was only released a
fewweeks ago. Similar to Liminal, but with
a tone closer toWorld of Darkness. You
will be playing a character with minor
supernatural abilities.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
Discussion, X-Card

This game will use Game Table 1.



Game Slot 5

August 20, 20:00 - 24:00 UTC

August 20, 21:00 - 01:00 BST

August 20, 16:00 - 20:00 EDT

August 21, 06:00 - 10:00 AEST

The Code for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by JonHook

For 3-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendlyPre-generated characters will be provided.

Your dear friend, Dr. Kenneth Connolly, has a wonderous
discovery to share with you. You are cordially invited to a party at
his home for the reveal.

ContentWarnings: None that I'm aware of, this will be a PG-13
horror game

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

Please note that this game will run for 6 hours and will use both
Game Slot 5 and Game Slot 6.

This game will use Game Table 3

[Expected high demand]

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2169950694


The Dare for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by TR

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The Dare

“Children will always be afraid of the dark.” - H.P. Lovecraft

Are you scared of the old Barnaker place on the edge of town?
Have you heard the schoolyard stories of the girls and boys who
vanished in the neighborhood, one by one, until the sealed the
windows and the doors? Or are you too old to believe in monsters?

On Halloween night, a group of tweens gather together after Trick
or Treating and tiptoe towards the house to prove they aren't
scaredy cats. After all, it's just an old, nasty house, and if they can
stay inside and look around, they'll be legends next week at recess.
But why is it that the house is always creaking, and what in the
world is that rotten smell? And why oh why did you ever agree to
THE DARE?

Play the classic children-in-peril scenario that has been creeping
out Cthulhu players for 20+ years.

ContentWarnings: Children in extreme peril. While this violence
is largely fantastical and does not resemble real-life child abuse,
there will descriptions of explicit violence and some potential for
gore against our unfortunate trick of treaters.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 6

The Great God Pan for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by SeattleEgg

For 3-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

February 1978. As the quaint town of Arkham recovers from a
devastating snow storm, six prominent members of its social elite
prepare to attend a dinner party at the home of Dr. Karl Erebus,
an eccentric entrepreneur and philanthropist. It is a night they will
never forget, for Dr. Erebus has something important that he
wants them to see.

This is an original Call of Cthulhu RPG scenario, run by the
author, with themes inspired byMachen's book of the same name.
It is a horror RPGwhere death is sometimes preferable to the
alternatives. Combat light with a focus on role-playing and
unraveling the mystery.

I do my best to cater to howmy players want to play with the goal
of everyone having a good time. This is an inclusive game where
everyone is welcomed!

No ContentWarnings.

No Additional SafetyTools.

This game will use Game Table 4

https://app.roll20.net/join/11031192/xY30IQ


Missed Dues for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by 1moreuser

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It is October 26, 1922 in Arkham, MA. You (a low level criminal)
have been summoned to the office of a local crime boss named
Mordecai “The Hammer” O’Leary. He’s got a simple job for you
and your criminal associates: figure out what happened to a small-
time burglar, and why he hasn’t paid the mob a cut from his last
job.

This is one of the two scenarios included with the Call of Cthulhu
keeper screen. Pregens will be provided. Roll 20 for dice, character
sheets, and handouts.

ContentWarnings: Criminal Activity

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 1.

Horror on the Buffalo River for Call of Cthulhu

Offered byMichael Dureen

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated Characters will be provided.

The state of Arkansas is considering the fitness of a large area in
and around the Buffalo River near Jasper for designation as a state
park. Among the many institutions, organizations, and interest
groups that the state government has consulted, the University of
Arkansas is one of them. The university is sending a contingent of
researchers to the area to collect information to include in a
report to the state legislature. Among most of the faculty, this
assignment is considered a nice opportunity for the group of
professors, students, and friends going on the trip to enjoy some
wilderness camping. It is a chance to escape the musty halls of
academia and visit the out of doors in one of the most naturally
beautiful places in the state. Certainly, a lot of faculty members
applied to be a part of the advisory team, but the decision has
been made, and you are the ones that were selected.

ContentWarnings: Body Horror

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

Virtual Table Top link

This game will us Game Table 2.

https://app.roll20.net/join/11262298/6cXKlw
https://app.roll20.net/join/11262298/6cXKlw
https://app.roll20.net/join/11262298/6cXKlw
https://app.roll20.net/join/11246456/Mw_K2g


Night Bus for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

London, present day.

After the night bus from Central London to Bromley takes a
wrong turn in Penge, a small group of strangers find themselves
fighting for their lives. What moral compromises will they have to
make to get through the night?

A short, fast-paced game of survival horror, with a little dash of
weirdness.

ContentWarnings: Violence, body horror

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Google Meet link to follow

[Expected high demand]

Masquerade for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by Rina

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

It's 2019, and you and your friends have decided to enter the
Masquerade, the big cosplay competition at Poznań, Poland's
comic con. Your cosplays are ready, the convention has begun, and
nothing can go wrong now. Those are just faces behind those
masks, right? Right?

ContentWarnings: Body horror, violence

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

This game will use Game Table 7



The Park in the Dark for Things FromThe Flood

Offered by Tore Nielsen

For 2-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It’s shivery
out in the dark
on our way to the park,
down trash can alley,
past the ruined mill,
so still.

They say it's really cool in the park at night. They say that when
the moon is full there are older girls there, doing witch stuff and
smoking. They say that there was a boy who spied on them, and
they tied him to a tree and no one found him until the next
morning. Spiders had made webs on him.We're not dumb like
boys, so that won't happen to us.

In The Park in the Dark you play a group of 11 year old girls out
way past your bedtime in the town park. The system is Fria Ligan's
house system (Vaesen, Alien, Tales from the Loop etc).

ContentWarnings: Children in peril, supernatural horror,
bullying, moderate gore

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

This game will use
Game Table 5



Game Slot 6

August 21, 00:30 - 04:30 UTC

August 21, 01:30 - 05:30 BST

August 20, 20:30 - 00:30 EDT

August 21, 10:30 - 14:30 AEST

Dungeons and Doggies - Who'll Let the Dogs Out for 5e
Animal Adventures

Offered by DontStopMeNow

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

You dream of a village in flames, frenzied barking and snarling fill
the air. The villagers flee in panic as their homes burn. The Scene
fades and a stooped and aged half-orc stares blindly towards you,
"This will soon be the fate of Maerwalk," she wheezes in a tired
voice. "I am Rahimi and I protect them for now, but my time
grows short. Please help us." The half-orc holds a trembling hand
out to you and as you accept her touch the world spins around and
your paws land on hard wooden floorboards.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 1

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955


The Burning Stars for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by DeviantKraken

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-Generated characters will be provided.

The Burning Stars is a Call of Cthulhu adventure written by David
Conyers and published in "Terrors from Beyond" in 2009.

The adventure takes place in Haiti, in the year 1930.

Several weeks ago, the son and heir of a wealthy industrialist
travelled to Port-au-Prince to conduct some business deals. After a
fewweeks without contact, his father hired a private investigator
to travel to Haiti, and joined him in the search for his missing son.

You arrived in Port-au-Prince on October 23rd.

You're in some kind of hospital. The medical wristband shows
your date of admission: October 28th. You don't know how you got
here, howmuch time has passed... or what happened to you after
you got off the boat. You can't shake this feeling of terror. Worry.
Anger. Determination.

You don't knowwhat's happened to you.

But you're going to find out.

ContentWarnings: Blood and gore, mental illness, body horror

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and Veils

Virtual Table Top link to follow

This game will use Game Table 2.

Terror at Tianmen Shan for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by timtoon

For 4-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Tianmen Mountain split open in the year A.D. 263, revealing a
large glowing hole. During his sabbatical, your adviser Dr.
Meriwether traveled to this remote site in search of eternal
enlightenment from the cloistered monks who live on the
mountain, but something else awaits those who follow him.

The adventure takes place in 1960 China.

No ContentWarnings

NoAdditional SafetyTools

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 3.

https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/11246807/terror-at-tianmen-shan
https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/11246807/terror-at-tianmen-shan
https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/11246807/terror-at-tianmen-shan


Last Things Last for Delta Green

Offered by Teegan Mars

For 1-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

How it begins:

Play as a member of a secret government conspiracy fighting
mythos threats. When an elderly member of the conspiracy dies
suddenly of a heart attack, the nearest available agents get called in
to conduct a sweep of his apartment to remove any evidence of
the organization.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 6

The Manor of the Giant Arminius forHomebrewed
System

Offered by mellonbread

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

The Giant Arminius is dying. Rebels have besieged his manor, fed
up with the Giant’s endless raiding for food, slaves and plunder.
His children and their human soldiers mount a desperate defense,
fighting for their lives. The Giant's favorite daughter, Morwenna,
marches home with her entourage, to hear her father's dying
words.

When you put it all together, there's never going to be a better
time to sneak in and rob the place.

A dungeon crawling romp using a lightweight homebrew system
that's easy to learn and play.

ContentWarnings: Product may contain violence, non explicit
sex, slavery, cannibalism, zombie children

NoAdditional SafetyTools

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 4

https://app.roll20.net/join/7041852/UwpyAw


Our Friends the Machines for Tales From the Loop

Offered by your friend nate

For 2-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Springtime. It's the afternoon of March 30th, theWednesday before
Easter. The weather is still a little cold but the snow is gone. Tomorrow,
on Thursday, the new line of robot toys, Our Friends the Machines,
arrives in the local toy shop Toy Corner, as promised.

This is as expected because the launch was preceded by a massive
campaign with interviews in the newspapers and flooded with
advertisements in the toy catalogs everywhere. Since it's a local trial
launch, the focus has also been that this is a unique honor for Boulder
City and its surroundings - the little town will be the first to see the new
toys!

You and your friends have agreed to meet up tomorrow and try to get
your hands on the newest craze. Maybe you're getting a little too old for
toys... or maybe you're just right. Should be fun!
--
Tales from the Loop is a collaborative storytelling mystery RPG set in a
1980's that never was Playing as teenagers, you'll explore a dangerous
mystery, and maybe change the world - or wake up in a hospital, jail cell,
or worse. It's up to us.

The six principles of the Loop are:
1. Your home town is full of fantastic things.
2. Everyday life is dull and unforgiving.
3. Adults are out of reach and out of touch.
4. Mysteries are dangerous but Kids will not die.
5. The game is played scene by scene.
6. The world is described collaboratively.

ContentWarnings:Body horror, child endangerment (as you are
playing as teenagers), but
principle 4 is key:
Mysteries are dangerous,
but Kids will not die.

NoAdditional Safety
Tools.

This game will use Game
Table 1

The Faulkeners’ DreamMaze for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by ryanf

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

How it begins:

You are on the road to the funeral, the rain starts to pelt the car
windows...hard to see anything. Along the night-time woodland
road you see a naked man run in front of the car from the pelting
rains, he’s wearing antlers and has a mouth full of razor sharp
teeth giving him a nightmarish look. You swerve and crash.

All is dark.

ContentWarnings: Personal Loss, Drug Use, Grief, Reconciliation

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and Veils

This game will use Game Table 5



Oubliette for Blades in the Dark

Offered by TRNSHMN

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

In the city of Duskwall, the morning duty of dockhands is often
interrupted by the recovery of the dead floating in the water. The
billhooks, a gang of some size and influence, enjoy disposing of
those who've crossed them in a brutal and extended fashion, then
letting the bodies wash up by the docks, spurring rumors that their
secret prison is somewhere in the docks.

Tonight, the unlucky bastards on the chopping block are you.
Whatever you've done to get here, to this lightless hole where the
dark, icey waters lap against your legs, it doesn't matter. No
ordinary person can get out of a mess like this.

Of course, you aren't just some street toughs and cutpurses. You're
scoundrels, the people who thrive in these dark streets and
haunted canals. The billhooks have another thing coming, and just
maybe, you'll also have a chance to lighten their coffers on the way
out.

ContentWarnings: Violence, torture

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
discussion

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 2.

Game Slot 7

August 21, 05:00 - 09:00 UTC

August 21, 06:00 - 10:00 BST

August 21, 01:00 - 05:00 EDT

August 21, 15:00 - 19:00 AEST

https://space-hobo-adventure-hour.moltenhosting.com/game
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843


The Celebratory Hunt for King Arthur Pendragon 5.2

Offered by Shannon Mac

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

You are attending a celebratory feast for your friend, Squire Ruhn,
who is soon to become a knight. A celebratory hunt will follow
thereafter.

Pendragon is a game focused on the high ideals amidst the
brutality of a cruel world. As combat is "Cthulhu dangerous" it is
recommended players find non-combat solutions as often as
possible. This scenario will have some horror to it at the end.
Surprise!

ContentWrnings:Mature themes but not gross themes

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

This game will use Game Table 1



The Great Brindelwood Bay Bake Off for Brindlewood
Bay

Offered by Neil

For 3-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players

The most popular television program in the world, The Jolly Good
Baking Show, has come to Brindlewood Bay to find the town’s very
best baker. You have made it to the final, televised portion of the
show, where they will meet the charming presenters and have
their confections judged by the notoriously strict Paul and Jane.

But there is more at stake than the dread soggy bottom when,
during a break in filming, one of the presenters is found
murdered. Will the Murder Mavens find the culprit? More
importantly, will their showstopper impress?

Brindlewood Bay is a roleplaying game about a group of elderly
women - members of the local Murder Mavens mystery book club
- who frequently find themselves investigating (and solving!) real-
life murder mysteries. They become increasingly aware that there
are supernatural forces that connect the cases they are working on
and, in particular, a cult dedicated to the dark, monstrous aspect
of the goddess Persephone will come to vex them.

ContentWarnings: Rating PG. Includes murder (offstage), Agatha
Christie style.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

This game will use Game Table 1

Game Slot 8

August 21, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC

August 21, 11:00 - 15:00 BST

August 21, 06:00 - 10:00 EDT

August 21, 20:00 - 24:00 AEST

https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084


Of This Men Shall Know Nothing for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Jawncee

For 1-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided

March 1945: You are one of 16,000 airborne allied soldiers flying
through the sky in huge gliders made of canvas, plywood, and
metal tubes. You sit, crammed in there with 12 others, while the
deafening wind buffets your flimsy vehicle. What could possibly
go wrong?

A one-shot adventure written by Paul Fricker and published in
issue 6 of The Blasphemous Tome.

ContentWarnings: Violence, horror, gore, mutilation

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

This game will use Game Table 2

VRBO: Vacation Rental by Occult for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by JonHook

For 4-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

You hardly ever get to see your old college friends, so for the last
several years you all have opted for shared vacations in order to
reconnect. This year, you all chose to visit a themed B&B located
on a small island just off the coast of Maine. According to the
website, the house was once the home of David Miller -- Miller the
Killer -- a notorious serial killer. This should be a killer fun
weekend.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

This game will use Game Table 7

[Expected high demand]



Dan Dare: The Venus Test for Call of Cthulhu (Pulp
Cthulhu)

Offered by Goat Major

For 4-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The Far Future.....2021.

You are brave and adventurous two-fisted heroes in the 1950's
science fiction world of Dan Dare and The Eagle comic.

You and your fellow Space Fleet crewmembers are meant to be
relaxing on shore leave but soon find yourselves involved in a
desperate aerial chase over the rooftops of Mekonta trying to
thwart dastardly shenanigans threatening the Earth cricket team
taking part in the first Interplanetary Ashes Test Series on Venus.

Surely it can't be another one of the evil Mekon's fiendish plots ?
But this is Pulp Cthulhu so it's bound to involve tentacles as well.

Set in a far future that feels like the 1950s, this may contain pulpy
and infeasibly heroic action.

ContentWarnings: Some elements of loss of control (NPCs)

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-
game Discussion

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table
9

The Doors Beyond Time for Cthulhu Dark

Offered byMr. Spike

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Arkham, 1692

These are troubled times for Arkham. Crops are failing, war is
near and the faith on which Arkham was founded seems
threatened. It feels like the end of times, as though God has
forsaken his people. Arkham stands alone against the dark, the
supernatural and the horror

TheWarrens are a poor family living together on the outskirts of
town. In a time of fear and zealotry, you were all present at
yesterday's trial for witchcraft of the Ingham family. Early the next
morning after a restless and troubled night, you sit down for
breakfast together to discuss the trial and the subsequent
execution of these, your neighbours.

A scenario for Cthulhu Dark, by Kathryn Jenkins

ContentWarnings: Body Horror, Possible PvP, Dissociation

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-
game Discussion

This game will use Game
Table 5

https://app.roll20.net/join/11171645/IzpKgA


Wolves of Welton for Dungeons and Dragons 5E

Offered by thelilscientist

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

There is something wrong with the wolves surrounding the small
town ofWelton. You and your adventuring companions have been
called upon to deal with the problem before the wolves take over.
Dungeons and Dragons 5e with elements of Sandy Peterson's
Cthulhu Mythos. Original scenario produced byWinghorn Press.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 4

Unamerican forHot War (system only -- Cthulhu Mythos
setting)

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Fairfield, Connecticut. 1954.

At the height of the Red Scare, the Shoreman family are living the
American dream. They own a house in the suburbs, Alan has a
stable job in the aerospace industry, and their roots in the
community deepen every day.

All of this is built on lies, however. As the family’s secrets are
pulled out screaming into the light, can any of them stop their
American dream from turning into a nightmare?

This scenario uses a modified form of the HotWar mechanics but
with a Cthulhu Mythos game setting. No knowledge of the
mechanics is necessary.

ContentWarnings: Violence, politics

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
Discussion

Google Meet link to follow.

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/join/11106192/OHXSUA


The Frozen Grotto of St Tristian forMörk Borg

Offered by iPwenedMSCS

For 4-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created before or during play by players.

Granny Knives wouldn't normally send a band of scum so far from
Galgenbeck. It costs extra and means her "assistant", Genevieve,
would be out of her sight for longer than she prefers (after all, she
can't really trust that the thing will come back to her). This,
however, is an extraordinary situation. Granny Knives had sent a
band to retrieve the eyes from the icon of the heretical Saint
Tristian which was languishing in an abandoned, waterlogged
Galgenbeck chapel.

Rather than return for their payment, the scum slipped past
Genevieve and fled to Kergüs. Now Granny Knives wants what is
hers and will pay extra to get it.

ContentWarnings: cannibalism (both NPC and PC), body horror,
gore, eye gore, and possible physical restriction of player
characters.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use
Game Table 3

From the Blackest of Soil for Lamentations of the Flame
Princess

Offered by Escargonaut

For 4-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The inhabitants of the little town of Ottberg are worried. The
cemetery next to the church of St. Athanasius has been abandoned
for decades but the people have continued to visit their family
graves there. Lately, ghostly apparitions have been seen moving
among the weathered tombs so no one dares to approach the
place any more. The mayor of Ottberg promises 500 pieces of
silver to those that put the dead back to rest again.

An old school dungeon crawl - expect unbalanced encounters and
fragile characters.

It will be run using the Roll20 VTTwith audio over the GFoJE
discord.

The scenario was written byMattias Närvä & Terje Nordin and
originally published for the Swedish OSR game Svärd och
Svartkonst.

No ContentWarnings.

No Additional SafetyTools

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 8

https://foundry.cbetancourt.com/join
https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/9117385/from-the-blackest-of-soil


I’m Kinda New to This for Sigil and Shadow

Offered by SpandexAndy

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

NewYork, present day. You all knowAmy, and she hasn't been
herself lately, and its been getting worse. She gets hostile when
challenged on her behaviour. This week she lost her job and now
isn't answering her phone. Nobody has seen her in 24 hours. A
group of motivated people who are close to her gather at a
Starbucks to plan an intervention.

The players are mortals with no experience in the supernatural.
Their investigation to track and find Amywill introduce them to
the seedy side of the city, where horrors are real. The discoveries
that followmay change them.We can only hope its not too late for
Amy.

Sigil & Shadow is a new Urban Fantasy rpg that was only released a
fewweeks ago. Similar to Liminal, but with a tone closer toWorld
of Darkness.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
discussion

This game will use Game Table 6



Game Slot 9

August 21, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC

August 21, 16:00 - 20:00 BST

August 21, 11:00 - 15:00 EDT

August 22, 01:00 - 05:00 AEST

The Castle of Greed for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Phaedra

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

In the city of Kansas, 1933. You are invited to soothe Mrs. Madson,
wife of a wealthy oil baron, who has been reporting some
unnerving experiences: horrifying creatures and strange visions
when visiting the lake where she works. The visions prophesise her
husband's gruesome demise. He says she's delusional, she asks you
to put things right. Will you manage to prevent the inevitable, or
will lives be lost and what is foretold come to pass?

Join me in a playtest of brand new scenario inspired by the ancient
Greek myth of Erysichthon!

ContentWarnings: Auto-cannibalism, body horror

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

This game will use Game Table 6

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708


Cursed for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Diesel

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Modern Aylesbury, Massachusetts.

You're a group of military veterans, and you have a wonderful life
built for yourselves. You have careers, marriage, family, and
children. You have left anything bad that has haeppened to you in
the past, where it belongs.

But a strange woman is watching you. And she has been for some
time. You just haven't noticed yet. You probably don't remember
her. But she remembers you. And she is going to take everything
that you have. Starting with that nice little family...

This is a sandbox style scenario, with a focus on roleplaying and
investigation. Players will be able to explore modern Lovecraft
Country as they search for answers and their investigation
presents them with difficult choices.

This game has mature themes, including harm to children and
romantic partnerships between player characters, and you should
play only if you are comfortable with these topics at the gaming
table. However, the focus of the scenario is not on the romantic
relationships between the PCs.

ContentWarnings: Harm to children, PCs connected by romantic
relationships.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

Virtual Table Top link

Zoom link to follow

The Great Trap for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by GMDante

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The year is 1927, and a letter arrives from a Professor Adhemar
Osterman. The letter beseeches you to travel to an observatory on
the banks of Lake Geneva, and there recover an experimental
device stolen from Osterman's possession.

The letter is dated almost thirty years earlier. Though it bears your
signature, you do not remember signing the letter; nor could you
have - you were not yet born. For that matter, neither could
Osterman have sent it, for he is dead.

In the days following the letter's receipt, you experience strange
dreams. Dreams of signing the letter in the company of a man
once a friend, now a stranger; of running from the shrill whistling
of an invisible assailant; and of walking towards the trumpet
sounds of a dying alien race.

Visions of what was, what is, and what may yet come to pass.

"The Great Trap" is a stand-alone scenario for Call of Cthulhu 7th
Edition written by Heinrich Moore and published via the
Miskatonic Repository. The scenario examines human concepts
and experiences through the unknowable Cthulhu Mythos. The
investigators will explore themes of regret, obsession, and revenge,
and be challenged to question who they are, what they might do,
and how the answers to those questions could change if only
history played out a little differently.

This scenario is also an homage to Dungeons &
Dragons scenarios of yesteryear.

ContentWarnings: Scenes of graphic violence
and alien horror.

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 4

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/join/9352122/qWJOmQ


The Gardens of Bradford Point for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Grant Dowell

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

May 1924

Bradford Point, Massachusetts

An acquaintance, Charles Glick, has recently and unexpectedly
passed away, and you travel to Bradford Point to attend his
funeral. The coastal town of Bradford Point is a summer-time
vacation destination, and so you, your friends, and your colleagues
decide to stay on for a few extra days. The gardens here are so
lovely, so vibrant, so beautiful aren’t they!?

ContentWarnings: Body Horror, Loss of Agency

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 5

Welcome to Little Creek for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A small town by the name of Little Creek in the middle of
nowhere in MA, became of interest to the federal census bureau.
Their numbers indicate 321 inhabitants for the past 228 years in a
row. Four bureau agent went "missing" under suspicious
circumstances in the last two census evaluations. Is this pure
coincidence or is there something else at work as the latest team of
federal agents is about to take this year's census...

Can you solve the mystery behind this isolated town?What
happened to your fellow agents?

ContentWarnings: Strong violence, torture, cult aspects

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link

Game will use Game Table 3

https://app.roll20.net/join/11238771/U9RC1w


Mind the Gap for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by domjallen

For 1-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

London. The last tube home.

Will you make it?

It’s been a long day, and you’ve run for the last tube. It’s quiet on
board, and as you rattle through the oldest underground rail
network in the world, you can’t help but wonder howmuch has
been abandoned and forgotten.

More than you think.

Mind. The. Gap.

ContentWarnings: Potential harm to an animal (depending on
player actions), body horror, gore, abduction, mutilation/
cannibalism, potential creepy crawlies and the like.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

This game will use Game Table 1

[Expected high demand]

Doom for Cthulhu Invictus

Offered by TR

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.Pre-generated characters will be provided.

"They make a desert and call it peace." - Tacitus

130 A.D. Rome stands triumphant across the known world, having
vanquished its enemies from the Pictish frontier to the shores of
the Euphrates. Yet in Rome, Gnaeus Antoninus Tremulus, a
veteran of the Legio and an Equestrian of notable wealth, retires
in seclusion to his estate under mysterious circumstances, haunted
by secrets he cannot even admit to himself. Rumours abound of
hexes and ill omens, but if Tremulus has sensed an evil portent
that threatens the Eternal City, why hasn't he reported his
premonition to the Senate, as the law demands?

A team of investigators struggle to unearth Tremulus’ secrets and
engage in an Empire-hopping journey to halt the dark tidings that
left unchecked will soon consume Rome and bring the empire to
its knees.

ContentWarnings: Cthulhu Invictus is set in the harsh world of
ancient Rome, where one third of the population of Rome is
enslaved, cruelty against the poor is ubiquitous, and human rights
are devalued. While this game will not emphasize the darkest sides
of Roman society, they are important elements of the game world
and will be present. Pre-generated investigators will not be slaves
and no one will be expected to roleplay these elements beyond
their comfort levels.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and Veils

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game
Table 9

https://app.roll20.net/join/11175967/LxjZww
https://app.roll20.net/join/11175967/LxjZww
https://app.roll20.net/join/11175967/LxjZww
https://app.roll20.net/join/11175967/LxjZww


The Best Years of Our Lives for Dead of Night

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Ohio. 1950s.

Lethe sure is the best goshdarn place in the world to be a teenager,
maybe the best in the whole universe! The summer days are warm
and long and it never rains when you donâ€™t want it to. The
balmy evenings are filled with drive-in movies, high school
football, and hot dates at the malt shop. What could be better than
this?

But why has everyone started acting so strange?What are those
weird noises breaking up the latest hits on your transistor radio?
And what is casting those misshapen shadows in your backyard at
night?

Are all the science fiction movies you’ve seen at the drive-in right?
Are aliens invading your little corner of heaven? Are you brave
enough to stand up to them?

B-movie science fiction adventure, thrills and chills guaranteed!

ContentWarnings: Violence, body horror, gaslighting

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Google Meet link to follow

[Expected high demand]

When Johnny Came Home for Dead of Night

Offered by Fragslag

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Reagan's America in a small midwestern town.

December. Christmas is coming. Parents are busy, kids are
dreaming of Santa. It’s cold and dark, a time to be tucked up and
cosy in bed.

But not everybody is. Where’s Johnny?

Welcome to Dead of Night.

ContentWarnings: PC's are kids around 10-12 but whilst they'll be
in mortal danger there is no graphic violence

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils.

This game will use Game Table 7



Oakwood Heights for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by ryanf

For 3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

We live in a world where the sun has set, where the world around
us is a lie, and DEATH is only the beginning...

November 2016. We follow a group of people from the Detroit
DA’s office and the local Police Force partaking in a crime scene
reconstruction. Soon we learn that everyone has a hidden agenda
as the story unfolds.

Note: KULT usually deals with very adult topics. Reach out of you
have any questions. This scenario stays within the cosmic horror/
investigation realm. Beginner friendly.

ContentWarnings: Adult Themes, Horror Game, Possible Body
Horror

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and Veils

This game will use Game Table 8

Seekers of Starmetal for Smithy of Sacrilege

Offered by seanfsmith

For 2-7 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Rules light fantasy stained with cosmic horror

The day before Konigsday, a great meteor thudded into the
brushland north of the city. The King's advisor Danvers was sent to
investigate.

Danvers' guards returned to town without her. The advisor had
taken a knot of starmetal from the crater and took it into an old
hospital near the crash site.

The guards refused to follow. That job falls to YOU.

ContentWarnings: Body horror, cosmic dread, asylums

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Discord link

https://discord.gg/HCVKFfjVcr


The Untitled Adventure for Trashkin

Offered by DontStopMeNow

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Have you ever wanted to adventure as a Racoonkin, Pidgeonkin,
Ratboy, Foxfolk, Goatgirl, or Halfpossum? Well, I hope you've
been practicing your bin-wizardry because Trashkin is back.
Trashkin is a free one-page RPGwritten by Grant Howitt (https://
gshowitt.itch.io/trashkin) that utilizes cooperative story-telling to
build an adventure. It is also just a ton of fun to play. Characters
will be rolled at the beginning of the session.

ContentWarnings: Human/animal hybrid trash people

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 2

Our Friends the Machines for Tales from the Loop

Offered byMouse

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Spring break is finally here! The hot new line of toys,
Transmorphers, featuring transforming robots has finally hit the
shelves of the local toy store in Boulder City, Nevada. Perhaps
there's more than meets the eye to these new toys

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-Game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

This game will use Game Table 10



CSI: Weyland-Yutani for ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game

Offered by Sue

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Unauthorised Destruction of Corporate Assets investigation is a
high priority at Weyland-Yutani. Your team is pretty insignificant,
only working on cases of human resource destruction, or 'murder'
as it's sometimes called. All the same, a stabbing in some remote
mining colony in the Tartarus sector warrants investigation and
your team is on the case.

ContentWarnings: Body horror, secret agendas, conflicting
agendas,

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 6

Game Slot 10

August 21, 20:00 - 24:00 UTC

August 21, 21:00 - 01:00 BST

August 21, 16:00 - 20:00 EDT

August 22, 06:00 - 10:00 AEST

https://app.roll20.net/join/11225112/MqB85Q
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502


The Happiest Place on Earth for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by chansey

For 2-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Based on classic creepypastas, a group of Floridian urban
explorers decide to explore the ruins of River Country, the
abandoned Disney waterpark. But something still stirs beneath
those dreaded waters.

ContentWarnings: Off-Screen Child Death, Possible Animal
Cruelty, Needles

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion

This game will use Game Table 8

The Blue for Call of Cthulhu

Offered byMatt Sanderson

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It is the near future, in the aftermath of the global pandemic. The
investigators have been hired by the Bahamas National Trust to
conduct a survey of a newly formed blue hole near Conception
Island. If the site is declared safe and stable, the intention is to
market it as a new dive site, thus attracting tourists and providing a
much-needed boost to the local economy. If only they knewwhat
was waiting down in the blue! (From The Blasphemous Tome:
Issue 7)

ContentWarnings: Violence, body horror, almost certainly bad
language

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

Google Meet link

[Expected high demand]

https://meet.jit.si/matts
https://meet.jit.si/matts


The Kolakalee Thunderbird for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by GM Bill

For 3-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

When a strange, giant bird is seen hovering ominously over the
Kolakalee Springs Family Fun Park, the cast of "Haunt Hunters:
Coast 2 Coast," the fourth-most popular paranormal investigation
show in their timeslot, are called in to film an episode about it.
Having faked all the "evidence" they've found over the course of
three seasons, the cast is confident they can spin a compelling
episode out of a few grainy YouTube clips, some interviews and
atmospheric footage of the nearby Everglades. But there's just one
little problem...something did kill one of the Family Fun Park's
prize petting zoo attractions last night.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 7

Hastur, We Have a Problem! for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by timtoon

For 3-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A routine mission to the International Space Station goes awry
and the nearest help is 250 miles straight down.

No ContentWarnings

NoAdditional SafteyTools

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 2

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/11246849/hastur-we-have-a-problem


A Light Over Lone Pine for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Andrew G

For 1-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Your network producers have sent you out to the dry and dusty
town of Lone Pine in California to film another episode of your
monster hunting “reality” show, Beastly Encounters. In the course
of another boring series of interviews with local attention-seekers
and plans for staged monster run-ins, you come across evidence
that the monster you were sent out to find is not the one that
found you.

ContentWarnings: This scenario touches upon themes of
historical racism in the context of the internment of Japanese-
American citizens duringWorldWar II.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 9.

Night Bus for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

London, present day.

After the night bus from Central London to Bromley takes a
wrong turn in Penge, a small group of strangers find themselves
fighting for their lives. What moral compromises will they have to
make to get through the night?

A short, fast-paced game of survival horror, with a little dash of
weirdness.

ContentWarnings: Violence, body horror

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

Google Meet link to follow.

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/11267322/a-light-over-lone-pine


VRBO: Vacation Rental by Occult for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Jon Hook

For 4-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

You hardly ever get to see your old college friends, so for the last
several years you all have opted for shared vacations in order to
reconnect. This year, you all chose to visit a themed B&B located
on a small island just off the coast of Maine. According to the
website, the house was once the home of David Miller -- Miller the
Killer -- a notorious seriel killer. This should be a killer fun
weekend.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

This game will use Game Table 5

[Expected high demand]

Paradise of the Unchanging for Dreamland

Offered by AaronJV

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Evil threatens the good citizens of Olathoe, a wondrous and peaceful city
without age.

Dreamland is a dark fantasy RPG created by Jason Bradley Thompson,
inspired by the stories of H.P. Lovecraft, Lord Dunsany, Kij Johnson,
Gary Myers, Michael Ende, etc.

There is another world beyond our perception, a world which few people
know. Past time and space is the Dreamlands, an infinite place of wonder
and terror, formed from dreams and hopes of humanity.

The game features a unique mechanic of using words while talking in
character* to add to a d6 against challenges. But use too many words and
you may break the Pillars of Dreamland! (that's bad)

The game and scenario are more "fluffy" (mood, atmosphere, role-play,
story) than "crunchy" (tactics, game mechanics, combat, dice rolling),
though there definitely will be some crunch. Characters may die, but it's
only a dream-right?

The scenario may not have a "win", but the story will conclude. No
familiarity with H.P. Lovecraft or Lord Dunsany needed, nor should you
expect their creations in the scenario. But their dreamy style is redolent
throughout the game.

* No oratory skill needed, but basic English language comprehension is
helpful.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use
Game Table 4

https://app.roll20.net/join/6766943/4bsg8g


Shadow to the Light for Liminal

Offered by DrMitch

For 2-4 players, No minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A group of magical investigators dealing with cases involving the
supernatural follows what seems to be a simple call to track down
a magical thief, who has managed to rob the Council of Merlin.
But the thief is in something over her head, as deeply malign
forces, a powerful magical artefact, and Britain’s mythic history
are all involved.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 10.

The WormTurns forMork Borg

Offered by domjallen

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

For ten long years you have carried the burden of an unpaid debt.
You knew this day would come. On the day you faced the gallows,
before the world was quite so sick, Ebbenar Crowmather saved
your life. Perhaps you hoped he would have forgotten. Ah, but
Crowmather never forgets a debt.

Now, at the end of the world, as the earth blackens and softens like
rotting fruit, he has come a-knocking. How he found you, and the
others, only the Crowmather knows. But find you, he did. His
partner in crime, the witch Larissa Crimore, has been abducted -
snatched up in chains by a radical sect of mad zealots. They have
taken her to their bolt-hole: a forlorn watchtower, too close to
Kerg’s for comfort, too close to the Valley of the Unfortunate
Undead for sanity.

The time grows short. They have sent word to the Inquisition that
the foulest witch west of Galgenbeck has been captured. They will
speed their way, of course, grasping at any straw to keep the sun
alive.

She must be liberated, even if the plan is suicide or worse,
Ebbenar Crowmather has told you, and you are the ones to do it. A
worthwhile risk, perhaps, in this doomed world - for he promises
Larissa’s gratitude will bring power and riches. Besides,
Crowmather is not lightly denied.

This is Mork Borg - no heroes here, I'm afraid, only the desperate,
the pathetic, and the insanely egomaniacal. Which are you?

ContentWarnings: Gore, body
horror, insects, strong language,
mature themes, violence

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

This game will use Game Table 1

[Expected high demand]



Boldhome Blues: Everyone Comes to Hunfrid's for
Runequest Glorantha

Offered by chunkyduff

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

In a split valley high in the Quivin Mountains, surrounded by
peaks sacred to Orlanth, sits Boldhome, a place of intrigue and
conspiracy. 18 years under the yolk of foreign rule, where honesty
is expensive, and life is cheap, there are a thousand stories from
The City in the Clouds; this is only one.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

This game will use Game Table 3



Highway of Blood (abridged) for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Ian Christiansen

For 2-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

West Texas, 1975

You're driving along a stretch of lonely highway with the gas gauge
edging slowly towards empty when you suddenly spot a sign that
promises gas and maybe a cold drink!

Over the radio you hear Coyote Mike (a local DJ) say: “Welcome to
another day in the seventh circle of Hell, with the mercury
expected to top 110 degrees here on the Devil’s Backbone, and
tomorrow ain’t lookin’ any better. As my ol’ grandpa used to say:
You can’t change the direction of the wind, but you can always
adjust your sails to reach your destination. I don’t knowwhere
you’re headed, my friends, but here’s a little somethin’ to keep you
rollin’ down the highway!”

As "Roll On Down the Highway" begins to play, you get the strange
feeling that you're being watched, but that's crazy. After all, who'd
be out here in the middle of nowhere?

ContentWarnings: 18+ Only! Highway
of Blood embraces the gritty and
disturbing exploitation style popular in
grindhouse cinema of the 70s and 80s.
Possibilities include: Drug Use, Sadistic
Violence, Torture, Cannibalism, Body
Horror, Rape (implied only), Violence
against Children.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
Discussion, Lines and Veils

This game will use Game Table 5

Game Slot 11

August 22, 00:30 - 04:30 UTC

August 22, 01:30 - 05:30 BST

August 21, 20:30 - 00:30 EDT

August 22, 10:30 - 14:30 AEST

https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081


Legs! for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Patricksmatrick

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Modern Day

The Investigators have come to Chicago, Illinois to attend a three-
day convention in celebration of their favorite weird fiction
author, Harrison Paul Likenstuff. The convention is being held in
theWinding Hotel - a large, somewhat upscale business hotel
located near O’Hare International Airport in Chicago. The
weekend consists of sessions discussing Likenstuff’s work, games
based on the characters and monsters created by Likenstuff in his
stories. The highlight of the convention is a film festival of fan-
created shorts inspired by Likenstuff’s work.

ContentWarnings: ContentWarning: Body Horror, Bugs, Self
Harm

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, Lines and Veils

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 8

Missed Dues for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by 1moreuser

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided

It is October 26, 1922 in Arkham, MA. You (a low level criminal)
have been summoned to the office of a local crime boss named
Mordecai “The Hammer” O’Leary. He’s got a simple job for you
and your criminal associates: figure out what happened to a small-
time burglar, and why he hasn’t paid the mob a cut from his last
job.

This is one of the two scenarios included with the Call of Cthulhu
keeper screen. Pregens will be provided. Roll 20 for dice, character
sheets, and handouts.

ContentWarnings: Criminal Activity

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 1

https://app.roll20.net/join/11225446/SoQvxw
https://app.roll20.net/join/11262314/BLgA1Q


Night Nurses for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by bones_of_caine

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Overnight shifts on the NeurologyWard of Hildred Memorial
Hospital are hardly ever exciting. With the doctors gone home for
the day and most of the patients asleep, you are typically in for a
long, quiet night filled with whispered conversations, the pungent
smell of antiseptic cleaners, and the echoing sounds of shod feet
upon the old linoleum floors. Some nights though, are a little
more nerve-wracking. This is could be one of those. The patients
are already restless and acting oddly, there is a storm outside that's
rattling the ward's windows and threatening power outages across
the county, and the ER just called to say they are bringing up a
new patient to fill your ward's last empty bed. You've got twelve
hours until sunrise. Better brew another pot of coffee and pray its
only paperwork standing between you and quitting time.

ContentWarnings: This Horror Scenario includes discussions of
hospital care (IVs, Catheters, Patient Restraints), dementia,
sanitary/hygenie in hospital environments, as well as body horror,
and violence.

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use
Game Table 7

Stalker in the Moonlit Mall for Call of Cthulhu

Offered byMichael Drueen

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

You are a group of friends working on launching a paranormal
investigation show on the local Cleveland public television.
Through a family friend, you have heard word that the newly
opened shopping mall has been plagued by unusual occurrences.
It's time to put your best 1980's dayglo shirt on and pay the mall a
visit.

ContentWarnings: Body horror, bad 80's hair, confined spaces

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 4

https://app.roll20.net/join/11246506/ynQdNQ
https://app.roll20.net/join/11246506/ynQdNQ
https://app.roll20.net/join/11246506/ynQdNQ


Midnight Creature Feature for Call of Cthulhu (Pulp
Cthulhu)

Offered by ABBAttoir

For 2-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

1987, midnight approaches on Halloween. There’s a big party
happening at the movie theatre, so why are three college friends
waiting in a graveyard?

Their friend, Ruby Duprey, claims to have found a copy of the
Necronomicon at a local bookshop. It’s been two hours and Ruby
still hasn’t shown up. As the light of the gibbous moon shines
down on the graves, something is stirring. A change has come onto
Ruby, but still, she must warn the others that danger is
approaching.

Not all things are as they seem tonight, as each of these four
friends are keeping their own secrets close to heart. Will they be
able to fight their way into uncovering the nefarious scheme
unfolding around them, or will they be left perplexed by the
strange events of the night?

ContentWarnings: Dogs, a dentist, gore

Additional SafetyTools: Lines and Veils

This game will use Game Table X.

Dethroners for Dethroners

Offered by iPwnedMSCS

For 2-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

A band of renegades rises up against a cruel god that dominates
the land. In the conflict that follows, nothing matters more than
the right to tell the tale.

Players will work together to attempt to take titles away from the
Divinity in order to forge their victory. The Divinity will oppose
the Renegades and seal their power for the ages.

ContentWarnings: Story game in which the players will
determine the setting and content.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link to follow

This game will use Game Table 2



The Recycled Boy for Tales from the Loop

Offered by your friend nate

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

What if your friend suddenly isn't himself anymore?What if he
disappears, and strange things start to happen all around you?
What would you do?

Tales from the Loop is a collaborative sci-fi storytelling RPG
where your characters, teenagers living in the desert town of
Boulder City, Colorado, encounter mysteries set in a 1980s that
never was. Six principles guide the play:

1. Your home town is full of fantastic things.

2. Everyday life is dull and unforgiving.

3. Adults are out of reach and out of touch.

4. Mysteries are dangerous but Kids will not die.

5. The game is played scene by scene.

6. The world is described collaboratively.

ContentWarnings: Child
endangerment (as you are
playing as teenagers), but
principle 4 is key:
Mysteries are dangerous,
but Kids will not die.

Additional SafetyTools:
Pre-game discussion

This game will use Game
Table 3



Treasures of the Troll King forMörk Borg

Offered by Togsee

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.

Pre-generated characters will be provided.

AMörk Borg one shot by Chris Bisette.

"Galgenbeck is palimpsest. Tumour. A city built on the ruins of itself.
Beneath the sewers the bones of the old city fester. The troll-king Niduk
was exiled, driven into the depths to rot and die. Now twisted by hatred
and rage he oversees the small domain he has carved for himself, in a

forgotten chapel to a murdered god."

"Why are you here? A lost bet? A doomed quest for silver?"

"Boredom?"

"Does it even matter?"

ContentWarnings:Madness, Cannibalism, Disease

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Discord Link

Game Slot 12

August 22, 05:00 - 09:00 UTC

August 22, 06:00 - 10:00 BST

August 22, 01:00 - 05:00 EDT

August 22, 15:00 - 19:00 AEST

https://discord.gg/SjWrBgxGdC
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502


Game Slot 13

August 22, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC

August 22, 11:00 - 15:00 BST

August 22, 06:00 - 10:00 EDT

August 22, 20:00 - 24:00 AEST

La Recette for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by 4AcrossIsEmu

For 1-3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

This weekend isn’t going to plan! As the Investigators drive down
to Louisiana with a body festering in the trunk. Aman, Zavar
Magsi, turned up dead before you could speak with him. Magsi
holds key information that could lead to an answer they
desperately need, and now he won’t be talking at all! At the end of
your wits, the Investigators have found a contact, someone in New
Orleans, who could possibly help; AVoodoo Queen, Lady
Delassixe. She says she can raise the dead and let you converse
with him once again. She will require payment, and for the
Investigators to pick up a few items that she’ll need to perform the
ritual.

Gathering these grim ingredients, and pull off this dark ritual, or
else it could be you in the trunk next.

ContentWarnings: Body Horror, Police Harassment

Additional SafetyTools: Lines and Veils

Virtual Table Top Link to follow.

This game will use
Game Table 2

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502


Consume for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by GrahamWalmsley

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Something is rising in Mumbai. It is the Tanwar building, a twisted
skyscraper that grows and expands and breeds.

As it rises, it consumes the lives of workers. Eventually, it will
consume everyone.

Consume is a Cthulhu Dark mystery set in Mumbai 2037, fueled
by class, construction and consumerism. You’ll play an Indian
family, working on the Tanwar building: I know you’ll do this
respectfully and we’ll talk about that before the game starts.

ContentWarnings: Suicide

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

This game will use Game Table 1

[Expected high demand]

Die Not Ingloriously for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by Rina

For 4-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.

Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It is the final year of the TrojanWar. Plague stalks the camp,
victory seems no closer than it did a decade ago, and the gods
seem to have abandoned both sides. When nightmares prevent
the camp of King Agamemnon from sleeping, and when people
begin to go missing night after night, it is up to you, the king's
loyal soldiers and servants, to end this curse before it ends all your
hopes of glory and honor.

ContentWarnings: Body horror, animal death/endangerment,
violence, potential self-harm

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion

This game will use Game Table 5



[Expected high demand]

The Broken Bridge for Dead of Night

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

England, 1978.

Summer is coming to an end, and so is childhood. A group of
young teenage friends gather to enjoy what may be the last sunny
day of the year. With adulthood closing in fast, this may also be
the last time they can just be kids together â€” playing silly games,
pulling pranks, and exploring the countryside.

The broken bridge looms large in local folklore. No one can say
who built it or when. Even when it was complete, it can’t really
have gone anywhere. But it has been a magnet to generations of
children, goading each other to clamber as close to its crumbling
edge as they dare.

Today is different, however. Today, the bridge may lead
somewhere strange and wonderful. But are the wonders of
childhood imagination always as placid and harmless as they
seem?

ContentWarnings: Violence, children in
peril

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

Google Meet link to follow.

The Dead for Liminal

Offered byMr. Spike

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

6.00am on a cold and dismal Monday morning in November
2018. Division's Vampire Forensics Squad (more commonly
known as "The Fang Gang") have been sent down to London to
help monitor the exhumation of over 40,000 corpses being
removed from St James Gardens.

This cemetery beside Euston Station is being removed to
accommodate the expansion of the controversial new High Speed
2 train terminal.

P Division is working alongside the Order of St Bede to provide
oversight on the dig site. The Order have been given the
responsibility to watch over the storage facilities that the
archaeologists are using to store the bodies as they are examined
and tested, whilst P Division is monitoring the dig site itself.

You will be working with TheWatch to make sure that if any of
these corpses get up and start walking about, you'll be there to put
a rapid end to them.

ContentWarnings: Blood,
Gore

Additional SafetyTools:
Pre-game discussion, X-
Card, Lines and Veils

This game will use Game
Table 4

https://meet.jit.si/matts
https://meet.jit.si/matts


Fun Guys fromYuggoth forMacho Women with Guns

Offered by Sue

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It all began innocently enough, with a trip to the beach. Walking
on the boardwalk, catching some cosmic rays, checking out the
local action and sunning on the sand. But, it soon turned into
something much more sinister...

That tanning oil vendor seemed a little weird, but he was giving
away free samples. Now that seemingly innocent bottle of
Arkham Oil has sent you and your companions into a Lovecraftian
nightmare from which you may never awaken.

But wait! You're not puny investigators, doomed to madness or
death. You're macho women with guns.

ContentWarnings: 90s humour

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

This game will use Game Table 3



Terminator: The Sarah Connors for Alien: The
Roleplaying Game

Offered by diesel680

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

This isn't a traditional Alien game. Instead, we'll use the Alien rules
to tell a horror story set in the Terminator universe. The rules fit
really well but I'll tell you how it all works.

It's 1984. Los Angeles. Your name is Sarah Connor. You work for a
living. You've been at work all day. You haven't heard about the
new serial killer that the news is calling the "Phone Book Killer".
You might have raised an eyebrow if you heard that he had killed
two women named Sarah Connor. But you're not listed in the
phone book, so you'd probably go back to work. But the police
have certainly heard that an entire precinct was massacred while
they were holding another woman named Sarah Connor.

So while you were at home that night, the police asked for you to
come in (without really asking) and now you've been sitting all
alone in a room for nearly three hours. Until they brought several
other women in. And they're all named Sarah Connor too. And
something out there wants all women named Sarah Connor dead...

(Hint: It's a Terminator).

This game is a deadly sandbox
and player-led scenario, so active
players are very welcome.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-
game Discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

Zoom link to follow

Game Slot 14

August 22, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC

August 22, 16:00 - 20:00 BST

August 22, 11:00 - 15:00 EDT

August 23, 01:00 - 05:00 AEST

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995


The Castle of Greed for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Phaedra

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

In the city of Kansas, 1933. You are invited to soothe Mrs. Madson,
wife of a wealthy oil baron, who has been reporting some
unnerving experiences: horrifying creatures and strange visions
when visiting the lake where she works. The visions prophesise her
husband's gruesome demise. He says she's delusional, she asks you
to put things right. Will you manage to prevent the inevitable, or
will lives be lost and what is foretold come to pass?

Join me in a playtest of brand new scenario inspired by the ancient
Greek myth of Erysichthon!

ContentWarnings: Auto-cannibalism, body horror

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

This game will use Game Table 7

The Great Trap for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by GMDante

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The year is 1927, and a letter arrives from a Professor Adhemar
Osterman. The letter beseeches you to travel to an observatory on
the banks of Lake Geneva, and there recover an experimental
device stolen from Osterman's possession.

The letter is dated almost thirty years earlier. Though it bears your
signature, you do not remember signing the letter; nor could you
have - you were not yet born. For that matter, neither could
Osterman have sent it, for he is dead.

In the days following the letter's receipt, you experience strange
dreams. Dreams of signing the letter in the company of a man
once a friend, now a stranger; of running from the shrill whistling
of an invisible assailant; and of walking towards the trumpet
sounds of a dying alien race.

Visions of what was, what is, and what may yet come to pass.

"The Great Trap" is a stand-alone scenario for Call of Cthulhu 7th
Edition written by Heinrich Moore and published via the
Miskatonic Repository. The scenario examines human concepts
and experiences through the unknowable Cthulhu Mythos. The

investigators will explore themes of
regret, obsession, and revenge, and be
challenged to question who they are,
what they might do, and how the
answers to those questions could
change if only history played out a
little differently.

This scenario is also an homage to
Dungeons & Dragons scenarios of
yesteryear.

ContentWarnings: Scenes of graphic
violence and alien horror.

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 5

[Expected high demand]



Politics as Usual for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by JohnTheHedge

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

A prominent politician has faced a series of sexual assault
allegations. A group of “concerned individuals” have gathered to
make sure these allegations 'go away' by any means necessary.
There's an old house on the Canongate connected to it somehow.
The investigators will explore the old house and uncover far more
than they had expected.

ContentWarnings: Discussions of sexual assault.

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 6

Mad Dogs and Scholars for Dead of Night

Offered by Tore Nielsen

For 2-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Oscar Alizondo (1929-1960) was a young Puerto Rican writer, and a
rising star on NewYork City's literary scene. His debut novel
"Condemned" combined magic realism, strange industrial
Catholic imagery and the gritty experience of a Hispanic
immigrant.

Unfortunately, Alizondo’s sophomore effort "They Eat Their Own"
is little more than an urban legend among publishers, collectors
and literary enthusiasts. A full proofreader’s copy surfaces from
time to time, but never long enough to be authenticated. Until
now.

You are the greatest minds of literary criticism, art history and
seedy book-sleuthing. You are also quite insufferable. Yet here you
are, cooped up in a small cabin with Alizondo's purported
masterwork. Is it real? Is it a gateway to esoteric truths? Is it a free
holiday that's starting to look like a low-brow horror movie for
horny teens? You betcha!

ContentWarnings: Choking, supernatural horror, futility,
claustrophobic surroundings

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

This game will use
Game Table 2

https://app.roll20.net/join/10261254/p9P7EQ


Last Things Last for Delta Green

Offered by Teagan Mars

For 1-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

For new players and experienced Agents alike!

Play as a member of a secret government conspiracy fighting
mythos threats.

When an elderly member of the conspiracy dies suddenly of a
heart attack, the nearest available agents get called in to conduct a
sweep of his apartment to remove any evidence of the
organization.

No ContentWarnings

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

This game will use Game Table 8

Shadows Over Edenton for Dread

Offered byMatt H.

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Ten Years. It’s been ten years since you graduated from Edenton
High and you haven't looked back since. Receiving the high school
reunion invitation spurs you to go back and flaunt your success at
the poor sods you’ve left behind in that small North Carolina
town. Strangely, you discover that some of your forgotten
classmates are also remarkably successful. That, or they have
turned up missing. What's been going on in this small coastal town
since you left?

This game is a Lovecraftian-inspired adventure and powered by a
hybrid of the Dread and Grin RPGs.

We will be using Google Drive and Docs for game material.

ContentWarnings: Contains mature sexual themes

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

This game will use Game Table 3



The Blizzard’s Teeth for Jaws of the Six Serpents

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.

Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Five strangers shelter in an isolated mountain keep as a deadly
snowstorm howls outside. They’re a dangerous and suspicious lot,
each with their own secrets and agendas. Will they put aside their
differences and work together to survive the night or will they be
torn asunder by the blizzard's teeth?

This is a dark sword and sorcery adventure with horror elements.
Pre-gens are provided and no knowledge of Jaws of the Six
Serpents is necessary.

ContentWarnings: Violence, gore

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Google Meet link to follow.

Snow Day for Tales from the Loop

Offered byMouse

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

School has been cancelled due to snow, but stranger things are
afoot in Boulder City, Nevada. Pets and people are going missing,
and there are rumors of a wolf pack roaming the outskirts of town.
Can a rag-tag group of kids figure out what's going on before it's
too late?

This game will use Game Table 9

[Expected high demand]



A Haunted House for Untitled Cosmic Horror Project

Offered by Thomas Eliot

For 1-6 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

This is a playtest of the newest offering from Sixpence Games, a
PbtA investigative horror game about investigating mysteries and
confronting cosmic horrors, and how doing that changes you. This
game is not yet published and the design is not finalized, but it has
been playtested quite a bit and is very much in the "actually fun to
play" stage of development.

This game will be an adaptation of the classic mystery The
Haunted House. Your friends just moved into a creaky old
mansion, and after their first night there, one of them is convinced
that it's haunted and they need to move out - while the other one
doesn't believe in ghosts and thinks that's crazy. Can you figure out
which one of them is right?

No ContentWarnings

NoAdditional SafetyTools

This game will use Game Table 8.



Oubliette for Blades in the Dark

Offered by TRNSHMN

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

In the city of Duskwall, the morning duty of dockhands is often
interrupted by the recovery of the dead floating in the water. The
billhooks, a gang of some size and influence, enjoy disposing of
those who've crossed them in a brutal and extended fashion, then
letting the bodies wash up by the docks, spurring rumors that their
secret prison is somewhere in the docks.

Tonight, the unlucky bastards on the chopping block are you.
Whatever you've done to get here, to this lightless hole where the
dark, icey waters lap against your legs, it doesn't matter. No
ordinary person can get out of a mess like this.

Of course, you aren't just some street toughs and cutpurses. You're
scoundrels, the people who thrive in these dark streets and
haunted canals. The billhooks have another thing coming, and just
maybe, you'll also have a chance to lighten their coffers on the way
out.

ContentWarnings: Violence, torture

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 3.

Game Slot 15

August 22, 20:00 - 24:00 UTC

August 22, 21:00 - 01:00 BST

August 22, 16:00 - 20:00 EDT

August 23, 06:00 - 10:00 AEST

https://space-hobo-adventure-hour.moltenhosting.com/game
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695


Missed Dues for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by 1moreuser

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It is October 26, 1922 in Arkham, MA. You (a low level criminal)
have been summoned to the office of a local crime boss named
Mordecai “The Hammer” O’Leary. He’s got a simple job for you
and your criminal associates: figure out what happened to a small-
time burglar, and why he hasn’t paid the mob a cut from his last
job.

This is one of the two scenarios included with the Call of Cthulhu
keeper screen. Pregens will be provided. Roll 20 for dice, character
sheets, and handouts.

ContentWarnings: Criminal Activity

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Virtual Table Top link

This game will use Game Table 1

Project P.A.W. for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Bridgett/Symphony

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.

You are genetically enhanced, technologically advanced, and
highly modified canines. You were bred and created to save lives.
However, things go awry when you discover your geneticist’s true
reason for building you.

Pre-generated characters will be provided.

ContentWarnings: None

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game Discussion

This game will use Game Table 2

https://app.roll20.net/join/11262348/ameUWQ


Firebreak for Vaesen

Offered byMatt Sanderson

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.

Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It's a miracle that Castle Gyllencreutz is still standing. Abandoned
for years following the fall of the Society, it has slowly started to
fall apart as time takes its toll.

The members of the newly formed iteration of the Society have
yet to explore all its halls and rooms as doing so is a dangerous
undertaking.

What wonders might be hidden there, longing to be discovered
once again?What knowledge could be found among the tomes
sitting on shelves, untouched for years? What horrors are waiting,
in the dark, for the chance to be let loose?

ContentWarnings: Violence, body horror, torture, nightmarish
imagery, almost certainly bad language

Additional SafetyTools: X-Card

Google Meet link.

[Expected high demand]

Unamerican forHot War (Cthulhu Mythos setting)

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.

Fairfield, Connecticut. 1954.

At the height of the Red Scare, the Shoreman family are living the
American dream. They own a house in the suburbs, Alan has a
stable job in the aerospace industry, and their roots in the com
munity deepen every day.

All of this is built on lies, however. As the familyâ€™s secrets are
pulled out screaming into the light, can any of them stop their
American dream from turning into a nightmare?

This scenario uses a modified form of the HotWar mechanics but
with a Cthulhu Mythos game setting. No knowledge of the
mechanics is necessary.

ContentWarnings: Violence, politics

Additional SafetyTools: Pre-game discussion

Google Meet link to follow.

[Expected high demand]

https://meet.jit.si/matts
https://meet.jit.si/matts
https://meet.jit.si/matts

